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Abstract 
Northrop Frye was the first theorist to develop the green world archetype; Frye 
used the term to refer to a recurring motif in Shakespearean comedy. In several of 
Shakespeare's comedies, the protagonists leave the civilized world and venture into the 
green world, or nature, to escape from the irrational law of society, which is the case in 
such comedies as As You Like It and A Midsummer Night's Dream. Elements of the 
green world can also be found in Shakespearean tragedy, where the natural retreat serves 
as a temporary escape for the protagonists. 
Such a green world exists in three of the most well known examples of dystopian 
fiction: George Orwell's 1984, Aldous Huxley's Brave New World, and Yevgeny 
Zamyatin's We. In these three novels, the protagonists take flight from the repressive 
dystopia and journey into nature. In the green world, the protagonists attain individual 
freedom and identity and experience emotions, passions, beauty, the past, and the power 
of language. Each of these elements, which are associated with the green world, stand in 
opposition to the dystopian society's doctrine. The green world, then, becomes an 
escape, a place where the protagonists can temporarily live a free life away from the 
tyrannical powers of the dystopic society. 
The dystopian green world experience follows a pattern of flight, immersion, and 
departure. In the first segment, the protagonists flee from the oppressive society and into 
nature; in the second, they immerse themselves within the green world where they 
experience new sensations, emotions, and gain new insights and understanding; in the 
third, the protagonists depart the green world and return to the civilized world in order to 
confront it with the knowledge they have gained while immersed in the green world. 
This pattern can also be viewed as a symbolic cycle that moves from death to 
rebirth to death. The first death is the death-like stasis of the dystopia and of the 
protagonist, who is just a part of the whole and not truly an individual. The symbolic 
rebirth conies when the protagonists depart the green world as individuals with new 
know ledge and experiences. Lastly, the second symbolic, or sometimes literal death, 
comes when the protagonists confront the dystopia with their new knowledge, have that 
knowledge challenged by an agent of the dystopia, usually in the form of a trial, and, 
finally, are symbolically or literally destroyed by the dystopian agent. 
Chapter 1 
The Green World of Dystopian Fiction 
' i t is much easier to visualize the nightmares than dreams of the future." 
—Keith Booker 
Dystopian literature, which reached its acme during the modernist period, evolved 
from the concept of Utopia, which when translated from its Greek roots means "no place." 
Utopia can be defined as an imagined, idealized, perfect, and harmonious society where 
human happiness is maximized—hence it is appropriately called no place. The Utopian 
tradition in literature is an old one, and many authors have dedicated countless pages to 
their articulation of the Utopian society. J.W. Johnson attributes humanity's fascination 
with Utopia to the "nature of the human mind" because "Human beings possess both 
hindsight and foresight: the ability to remember the past and to anticipate the future" (xi). 
Utilizing this hindsight and foresight. Sir Thomas More outlined his concept of the ideal 
society in his book Utopia, a term he coined; he is, perhaps, the most notable Utopian 
thinker because of his vast influence on the subject. More's book sparked much interest, 
which is sustained today, in Utopian discourse, and it is from this discussion of Utopia that 
dystopian literature began to take its form. 
One might assume that if Utopia concerns itself with the notion of a perfect 
society, then dystopia concerns itself with an imperfect society. But is it possible to 
make such a simple distinction? Peter Firchow argues that '"Utopia satisfies 
simultaneously our longing for a perfect place and for stasis, and horrifies us because we 
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realize that the ideal approximation of rest and stability is death. Hence, all Utopias are 
also and always dystopias, and vice-versa" (84). Keith Booker agrees, noting that 
"numerous works of modern literature have been suspicious not only of the possibility of 
Utopia, but of its desirability, equating conventional U top ia s with paralysis and 
stagnation" (5). In short, ultimately, dystopia and U top ia are one in the same, for where 
one might see the ideal, another could see misery. Utopia and dystopia are therefore 
relative terms because "it becomes obvious that each dystopian society contains within it 
seeds of a U t o p i a n dream" (Gottlieb 8). This idea clearly manifests itself in many 
dystopian works of fiction. In Brave New World, for example, the different characters 
have varying perceptions of the World State: Lenina Crow ne is content, Bernard Marx 
feels estranged (until he gains momentary fame), John is repulsed by the World State, and 
Mustapha Mond consciously turns a blind eye to the tyrannical system he helps 
implement for the sake of "Community, Identity. Stability." In most dystopian novels a 
similar ratio of people who favor the society to those who don't can be found. 
Erika Gottlieb, in Dystopian Fiction East and West, outlines a detailed definition 
of one kind of dystopian fiction: 
dystopian fiction looks at totalitarian dictatorship as its prototype, a 
society that puts its whole population continuously on trial . . . a society 
that, by glorifying violence by law, preys upon itself. Like a dysfunctional 
family that maintains its framework but is unable to fulfill its function to 
advance the good of each member of the family . . . dystopian society is 
what we would today call dysfunctional; it reveals the lack of the very 
qualities that traditionally justify or set the raison d'etre for a community. 
As a result, dystopian society is ultimately a moribund, death-bound 
society that is incapable of renewal, where the ruling elite cling to their 
existence as parasites on their own people, whom they devour in process. 
(40-1) 
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Examples of this specific form of dystopian fiction are plentiful. The dystopian world of 
Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451 corresponds to Gottlieb's definition, particularly because 
not only does the dystopic world operate like a dysfunctional family, but Montag, the 
protagonist, lives in a dysfunctional marriage with his wife, w ho abuses drugs and 
consumes various television programs for most of the day. However, Gottlieb's is not the 
only definition of dystopian fiction; many scholars and writers of dystopian works of 
literature have highlighted various aspects of the genre. 
M. Keith Booker, a scholar of dystopian literature, offers a comprehensive 
definition of dystopian literature: 
[Dystopian literature is] literature which situates itself in direct opposition 
to Utopian thought, warning against the potential negative consequences of 
arrant utopianism . . . literary works that critically examine both existing 
conditions and the potential abuses that might result f rom the institution of 
supposedly Utopian alternatives can be seen as the epitome of literature in 
its role as social criticism . . . it is precisely such literature that is 
encompassed by the term "dystopian." (3) 
Booker, in essence, contends that dystopian literature is a satirical critique of Utopian 
thought that illustrates how conceived notions of the "good" can be over zealously 
instituted until its excesses turn the Utopian dream and goal into a dystopian nightmare. 
If Utopia is no place then dystopia becomes "a bad place." But how do dystopian 
writers make their critiques less threatening and more palatable? Booker argues, "the 
principal literary strategy of dystopian literature [is] defamiliarization: by focusing their 
critiques of society on imaginatively distant settings, dystopian fictions provide fresh 
perspectives on problematic social and political practices that might otherwise be taken 
for granted or considered natural and inevitable" (3-4). In many dystopian novels, the 
anti-utopian society emerges from a world that closely resembles our own, or that of the 
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author; one of the best examples of this is 1984 in w hich the society of Big Brother has 
evolved from a post-war world similar to the one in which Orwell lived when he wrote 
the novel. This resemblance to the real world is why the tactic of defamiliarization is 
necessary to dystopian fiction: it gives the dystopia an uncanny familiarity that links and 
distances the real world to the fictional dystopia. The World State dystopia of Huxley's 
Brave New World takes the concept of mass production advocated by Henry Ford and 
applies it to human bioengineering; likewise, Yevgeny Zamyatiirs We takes the industrial 
efficiency principles proposed by Frederick Winslow Taylor and uses them to structure 
the dystopic society of the OneState. Each work, and many others as well, takes what 
would likely be familiar to a contemporary reader of the time and takes it to an extreme 
until the ""practices" of the time are called into question through the detailed, satirical 
critique. 
To facilitate this process of defamiliarization, many dystopian works detail the 
dystopic society to the reader by having the protagonist confront either the perpetrator of 
the dystopia or one of the perpetrator's agents. Frequently, it is during this confrontation 
that the structure of the dystopian society is clearly explained and developed. In 1984 
this device can be found in the form of Winston's interrogation inside the Ministry of 
Love where O'Brien, the dystopian agent, explains to Winston the Party's policies and 
motives for establishing and sustaining the dystopia of Oceania. The discourse between 
Montag and Beatty in Fahrenheit 451, and John the savage and Mustapha Mond in Brave 
New World are also excellent examples of this recurring device. 
Using these varying notions and themes of dystopian literature to create a 
composite definition, one can describe a dystopian novel as a novel that critiques Utopian 
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idealism, represents a society ruled by a dictator-like figure, and vividly details the 
workings of the society, usually through a confrontation with a figure of authority. Of 
course, these criteria are not exhaustive, nor are these elements to be found in every 
dystopian novel. 
Another motif of dystopian fiction that is important to mention is escape. The 
protagonists often attempt, in one way or another, to escape from the dystopic society 
surrounding them, and, frequently, this departure from society involves a flight to nature. 
A commonly held perception, perhaps traceable to More, is that Utopia is isolated from 
society, as More's island of Utopia is. This recurring idea suggests a lack of faith in 
people and the civilized world, for if society would not corrupt Utopia, why w ould it need 
to be set apart? Similarly, dystopia's association with civilization is possibly based on 
the notion that the structured community cannot be trusted to perfect itself, and it is this 
that likely gives rise to the theme of escape in dystopian novels. If freedom is not 
possible within the domain of the dystopia, the protagonist must abscond from the society 
to experience freedom in a less structured locale. So, if dystopia is likened to civilization 
and Utopia to nature, or isolation, then that explains why many dystopian novels depict an 
escape to nature: a setting, as it happens, similar to the "green world" archetype found in 
many of Shakespeare's comedies. 
Northrop Frye was the foremost literary theorist to develop the concept of the 
green world in reference to Shakespeare. Frye borrowed the term the "green world" from 
Keats' Endymion, and, traditionally, the concept of the green world has been associated 
with Shakespearean comedy. Throughout Frye's life and works, most notably Anatomy 
of Criticism and A Natural Perspective, he continually refined his conception and 
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definition of the archetypical green world. Northrop Frye considers the cyclical 
characterization of the green w orld pattern a mythological archetype: "The mythological 
backbone of all literature is the cycle of nature, which rolls from birth to death and back 
again to rebirth" (Natural 119); Frye elaborates on this idea further, concluding that, 
"Comedy . is based on the second half of the great cycle, moving from death to rebirth, 
decadence to renewal, w inter to spring, darkness to a new dawn" (Natural 121). The 
green world is analogous to what Joseph Campbell, an archetypical and mythological 
critic like Frye, calls the "w hale's belly." In both Frye's and Campbell 's theories, the 
first destination of the protagonist, whether it be Orlando or Perseus, is a place of 
symbolic death and rebirth: "In the first stage of [the hero's adventure], the hero leaves 
the realm of the familiar. . . and comes to a threshold . . the hero is swallowed and taken 
into the abyss to be later resurrected—a variant of the death-and-resurrection theme" 
(Power 180). 
Shakespeare's green world cycle follows this variation of the comedic cycle 
closely: movement from death to rebirth; Frye explains: "the action of comedy begins in 
a world represented as a normal world, moves into the green world, goes into a 
metamorphosis there in which the comic resolution is achieved, and returns to the normal 
world" (Anatomy 182); according to Frye, the green world represents a womb image. 
Campbell also highlights this mythic symbol and archetype in The Hero with a Thousand 
Faces: 'The idea that the passage of the magical threshold is a transit into a sphere of 
rebirth is symbolized in the worldwide womb image of "t\he belly of the whale. The 
hero, instead of conquering or conciliating the power of the threshold, is swallowed into 
the unknown, and would appear to have died" (Hero 90). For example, one of 
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Shakespeare's most easily recognizable green worlds can be found in As You Like It. In 
the play, Orlando flees from the civilized court, where his brother has refused him his 
proper inheritance, and into the forest of Arden; this retreat can be properly called his 
flight to the green world and his symbolic death because Orlando appears dead to all the 
characters outside of the green world. In the forest, Orlando chances upon Duke Senior, 
who has been usurped from power and now resides over his quasi-kingdom in the 
woodland realm, and it is here in the forest that most of the play takes place and that the 
resolution is attained; this portion of the play constitutes immersion and is also symbolic 
of the process of rebirth, for the green world serves as a womb image. Finally, a comic 
resolution is achieved when Orlando saves Oliver, his brother, from a lion, and the 
conflict is resolved; both Orlando and Duke Senior are given their proper entitlements, 
and this resolution constitutes the return from the green world to civilized society, or 
rebirth. Although this departure is not shown in the play, it is the next logical step for the 
action to take. 
The green world, then, is a special, even magical place wherein new life becomes 
possible. In A Natural Perspective, Northrop Frye describes the green in vivid detail: 
The forest or green world . . . is a symbol of natural society, the word 
natural here referring to the original human society which is the proper 
home of man, not the physical world he now lives in but the 'golden 
world' he is trying to regain. This natural society is associated with things 
in which the context of the ordinary world seem unnatural, but which are 
in fact attributes of nature as a miraculous and irresistible reviving power. 
These associations include dream, magic, and chastity, or spiritual energy 
as well as fertility and renewed natural energies. Magic in Shakespeare's 
day was an 'art,' and we have seen that the arts, especially music, are also 
attributes of a world, which being natural for man, is a world in which art 
and nature are at one. (.Natural 142-43) 
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According to this definition, the green world serves as a foil for the civilized world 
because it is a place where humankind goes to find their "'proper home"—a natural Utopia 
in contrast to society's dystopia. In essence, the green world is in direct opposition to 
the civilized world where the action of the play typically begins: "the action moves from 
a world of . irrational law into a forest. . The forest world presents a society in 
contrast to the one outside i t . . . The forest society is more flexible and tolerant than its 
counterpart" (Natural 141). 
As is the case in You Like It and The Tempest, it is "irrational law" that drives 
the action of the play into the green world; Orlando is denied his proper rights by his 
brother, and Prospero, likewise in The Tempest, is betrayed by his brother, Antonio, and 
exiled to the sea. In the green world the protagonists try to correct the ills of society. It is 
in this way that the natural world opposes the civilized world. A similar movement is 
found in A Midsummer Night's Dream where Hermia and Lysander elope to the forest to 
undermine the "'parental tyranny" of Theseus and Egeus. 
Once the abuses of society, law, or the antagonists have been corrected or 
challenged, the movement of rebirth begins. The physical movement of the play from the 
green world back to society symbolizes rebirth. Following their departure from the green 
world, the protagonists confront society with the knowledge gained while immersed in 
the green world. This knowledge can repair the damage caused by civilized society. 
Campbell calls this knowledge a life redeeming "'elixir," and Frye. similarly, describes 
the knowledge and experience of the green world as "a healer" and "a preserver of life" 
(.Natural 144). Sometimes this knowledge is accepted openly and other times it is 
challenged. For example, in Shakespeare's comedies this knowledge is accepted at the 
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conclusion and the irrational law is set right, as is the case with Prospero, who is allowed 
to return to his dukedom. 
The archetype of the comedic green world, then, is a place to which the 
protagonist flees following some injustice or irrational law perpetrated or instituted by 
civilized society. When the protagonist crosses into and is immersed in the green world, 
he or she encounters a world of magic, the supernatural, justice, and freedom, or, in other 
words, the opposite of society. 
It would be erroneous to say that the green world archetype is exclusive to 
Shakespearean comedies; in fact, Charles Forker argues that the green world has a place 
in Shakespearean tragedy as well: 
Shakespeare does not exclude touches of the green world even from his 
darkest plays . . It is . . . hardly surprising that the green world—the 
manifestation of nature that most readily symbolizes the cycle of growth 
and decay, birth and death, that adumbrates but cannot fully reveal the 
mysterious interchange between immediate and final causes—should find 
a place in Shakespeare's tragic universe. (25) 
The green world of Shakespeare's tragedies varies slightly from that of his comedies. In 
contrast to the comedies, very little of the action of the tragic plays takes place in the 
green world; rather, it is more of a temporary escape. Forker focuses much of his essay 
on the representation of the green world in Romeo and Juliet, which is the Capulet 
garden. It is in the garden that Romeo and Juliet are free to express their emotions 
w ithout fear of reproach from their quarreling families, and it is also a place where love 
and passion triumph over the restrictions of their lives because "[l]ove, imagination, and 
magic must work their diverting miracles if there is to be any play at all, and the rnoon-
drenched forest, set apart from the more rationalistic city, is their proper domain" (27). 
Shakespeare's tragic green world fails to redeem the world, however, and the 
protagonists meet a tragic end; the green world acts as an agent in the forthcoming 
calamitous outcome. Forker refers to the tragic green world as a "geographic oxymoron" 
because it expedites the catastrophic ending (28); it is the love that forms between Romeo 
and Juliet that ultimately leads to their deaths. Following this pattern, the tragic green 
world follows a cycle of birth to death; in this case the protagonists are figuratively 
reborn in the pastoral setting only to be defeated physically, ideologically, or emotionally 
by the play's end. 
As Frye notes, examples of the green world archetype can also be found outside 
of Shakespeare: ''This comic structure [which embodies the green world archetype] fits 
inside a pattern of death, disappearance and return that's far wider than theatrical 
comedy" (On Shakespeare 43). In fact, much dystopian fiction embodies the motif of the 
green world. In some of the most well known dystopian novels, the protagonists fly from 
their society to the natural world to experience real human emotions and freedoms, as in 
George Orwell's 1984, Aldous Huxley's Brave New World, and Yevgeny Zamyatin's 
We. 
The green world found in these three novels is much more similar to the green 
world of Shakespeare's tragedies than that of his comedies. As in Romeo and Juliet, 
where the two lovers must seek solace from the pressures and absurd rule of their 
families, the green world serves as an escape from the dystopic society that has restricted 
the freedoms of its inhabitants. The protagonists in these novels, similar to Romeo and 
Juliet, go to the green world to have unchecked human experiences that are not legal or 
not openly accepted in the dystopian society. Also, as in the tragic green world, the 
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journey to the dystopian green world is a catalyst in the ultimate cataclysmic ending of 
the novel; their comfort and experience in the green world is only temporary, for, in the 
end, the dystopia will triumph over the individual. 
In the three dystopian novels mentioned above, the green world serves as a foil to 
the rigidly structured dystopic society from which the protagonists flee, just as it does in 
both the tragic and comic green worlds of Shakespeare; irrational law and repression 
prompt the protagonists to seek a shelter where they can feel like human beings. The 
green world, then, serves as a quasi-tnirror world that casts a polarized reflection of the 
dystopian society, much like Utopia and dystopia represent an antithetical reflection of 
each other. The green world, Forker contends, acts as a mirror in order to contrast the 
natural and unnatural, as well as other dichotomies: 
Shakespeare evokes the green world with some regularity in his tragedies 
and, at the beginning of his career, gives us reason to view its benevolent 
manifestation, familiar to us from the comedies, as providing, at least in 
one dimension, a standard by which to judge the unnatural. In the earliest 
plays and poems, the green world comprises a kind of subtext or 
underworld that allows us to regain the dialectic between good and evil, 
between hope and despair . . . (45) 
Despite the fact that the dystopian green world stands in direct opposition to the 
dystopian idea, the green world is not a Utopia. Instead, the green world offers the 
protagonist a glimpse of the past, where life was, if not perfect, less regimented and the 
individual freer. Freedom and individuality, relics of the past, are alluring beacons to the 
protagonists who are looking for something more from life. The green world shows the 
protagonists an alternative way of life: one that seems far superior even if not perfect. 
Once immersed inside the dystopian green world, the protagonists undergo great 
changes and a movement indicative of the civilization / nature dichotomy occurs. This 
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change and movement are represented in several ways. First, in the green world, power 
shifts from the dystopian governing body to the individual, as the protagonists escape 
from the community involvement and constant surveillance that plague many dystopias. 
In other words, the protagonists finally have privacy, solitude, and the power to choose. 
Second, the characters experience genuine, unhindered emotions and desires such as love 
and lust. Third, aesthetic appreciation, such as beauty and art—absent in the dystopia—is 
characteristic of the dystopic green world. Fourth, history and the past are attributes of 
the green world—a past the dystopian government has tried to eradicate by making the 
past mutable through the fabrication and falsification of records. Fifth, and perhaps most 
importantly, language moves from the repressive framework of the dystopia to the 
expressive language of passion and freedom, which is attainable in the natural escape. 
Each of these elements appears in various in forms in the green worlds of 1984, Brave 
New World, and We. 
Once symbolically reborn, the protagonist challenges the dystopia, either through 
revolution or debate, with the experience and insights gained in the green world. The 
dystopian green world cycle, however, does not have a romantic conclusion like 
Shakespeare's comedies, where the knowledge and experience of the green worlds 
repairs society, for the confrontation or trial of the protagonists often leads to their 
personal destruction or death. In this way, the dystopian green world is similar to 
Shakespeare's tragic green world: the green world does not revive the individual or 
society; instead, it facilitates his or her eventual destruction. The protagonists' challenge 
of authority is often met with resistance in the form of a "Grand Inquisitor" (Gottlieb 4) 
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who challenges the protagonists' experiences, often in the form of a trial. Erika Gottlieb 
elaborates on this concept: 
the modern dystopia narrative puts the protagonist on an ultimate trial 
where his fate will be decided in confrontation with the Bad Angel in his 
secular incarnation as the Grand Inquisitor, high priest, of the state 
religion and God-like ruler of totalitarian dictatorship. (4) 
Unfortunately for the protagonist, this trial usually has tragic consequences and results in 
his or her symbolic or literal death. All three novels feature a grand inquisitor who 
challenges the protagonist. 
This pattern is not universal, and variations of it can be found in much dystopian 
fiction. Some dystopian novels utilize the green world archetype much more than others, 
or might not use it at all. Still, the green worlds found in 1984, We, and Brave New 
World closely follow this pattern of flight, immersion, and departure—the symbolic cycle 
of death to rebirth to death—and incorporate many of the various themes and recurring 
ideas that are representative of the natural retreat. However, each green world 
emphasizes different variables and each puts a varying level of importance on the 
aforementioned characteristics of the green world. 
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Chapter 2 
Flight to the Green World 
"It struck [Winston] that the truly characteristic thing about modern life was not its 
cruelty and insecurity, but simply its bareness, it dinginess, its listlessness." 
—George Orwell 
Although these thoughts of Winston Smith detail the desolateness of life under the 
dystopian regime of Big Brother, one could easily transfer these words into numerous 
dystopian novels and have them not lose their effect. For most of the protagonists in 
dystopian novels, the journey to the green world begins with a similar feeling of 
listlessness, unfulfillment, and a desire to have something more from life. Winston's 
thoughts are those of D-503 in We and of John, Helmholtz, and, at times, Bernard in 
Brave New World. The stagnation of the dystopian society creates a restlessness in the 
protagonists who desire to escape from the doldrums of structured society. 
It is important to understand how each dystopia oppresses its citizens and 
functions as a governing body to fully understand why the protagonists take flight. Of 
the three novels, We was the first to be written. Yevgeny Zamyatin completed We 
between the years of 1920-1921, but it was not published in Russia, Zamyatin's native 
country, until 1988. However, translations were made and dispersed throughout Western 
Europe during Zamyatin's life. 
We is set in the twenty-sixth century following the 200-Years War and focuses its 
attention on D-503, a citizen of the OneState, who is keeping a journal that details the 
magnificence of the OneState and that he hopes to send into space aboard the 
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INTEGRAL, a high-tech spaceship he designed; D-503's journal is the text of We. The 
dystopic OneState rigidly regiments the lives of its citizens through the "Table of Hours," 
a strict schedule that details what each citizen, as well as the collective society, must be 
doing at a given time; following the Table, the mass of society acts "with six-wheeled 
precision" as a unanimous body: "At the very same hour and the very same minute, we 
get up, millions of us, as though we were one. At the very hour, millions of us as one, we 
start work. Later, millions as one, we stop. And then, like one body with a million 
hands, at one and the same second according to the table, we lift the spoon to our lips" 
(13). However, despite the OneState's attempt to prearrange every day and hour of its 
citizens' lives, a couple hours each day the citizens of the OneState are free to do what 
they will, but D-503 is optimistic that "sooner or later . . we'll find a place for even 
these hours in the general formula" (13). 
Because the OneState is run as though it were a vast machine, mathematics, 
science, and reason are the keys for happiness and stability within the dystopia. In fact, 
the citizens of the OneState do not even have names; instead, they are given identifying 
numbers such as D-503,1-330, and 0-90, and OneState goes as far to call them Numbers. 
The numeric naming of the citizens reinforces the OneState's dogma that each Number is 
part of a whole and not an individual: each must do his or her part in order to keep the 
"great state Machine" running smoothly (25). 
The OneState utilizes Frederick Winslow Taylor's outline for industrial 
productivity in an effort to keep the state running smoothly1. Booker elaborates on the 
significance of the OneState's decision to use industrial efficiency as its structural model, 
writing, "[We] depicts a sterile and stagnant society of the distant future ruled so 
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thoroughly by scientific and rational principles that its citizens have been stripped of any 
real humanity" (292). By using Taylor's industrial model to establish the societal 
structure, the OneState reaffirms to the populous that each Number is an interchangeable 
w idget in the apparatus of the state. 
The architecture of the OneState is also remarkable. The city is made of glass so 
that one can see all others within close proximity at any given time. The glass city is the 
grand tool of the OneState's oppression and its method for destroying privacy; no 
Number ever knows when he or she might be under surveillance from the Guardians, the 
secret police of the OneState, or from another Number. Also, "The Green Wall," a large 
glass wall surrounding the whole of the OneState "prevent[s] natural forces from 
intruding into the sterile man-made environment within the wall" (Booker 293). The 
Green Wall keeps the spontaneity of nature separate from the meticulously organized 
OneState. 
Although the OneState does not condone privacy, in certain instances the 
Numbers are allowed to pull down their shades and have brief period of privacy: sexual 
days. The OneState is a society of free love; nobody belongs to anybody. Instead, the 
Numbers obtain "pink coupons" in order to have sex with another member in the society. 
These coupons also allow the Numbers to temporarily lower the shades in their dwelling 
for privacy. Once the sex hour is over, how:ever, the Numbers must raise the shades so 
they are visible once again. 
As is the case in many dystopian novels, a powerful dictator ironically named the 
Benefactor rules the OneState. The Benefactor, unlike Orwell 's Big Brother, is an actual 
physical entity. D-503, after seeing him at a public execution, describes the Benefactor 
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in vivid detail: ""And up above . . .was . . . the Benefactor, dead still, like something made 
out of metal . . [the] heavy hands . . it's clear that they're made of stone, and the knees 
can hardly bear up under their weight" (46). D-503 's description casts the Benefactor as 
a real, albeit mechanical figure, but he is just as ageless and timeless as Orwell's Big 
Brother. The Benefactor also possesses a ""Machine" that he uses to terrorize and punish 
the Numbers who do not follow the rigid discipline of the OneState or the Table of 
Hours. The Machine liquefies the criminals of the OneState, and these executions are 
often large, public spectacles intended to induce fear in the Numbers and allow them to 
witness the immense power of the Benefactor. 
When George Orwell wrote 1984, he borrowed many ideas from Zamyatin's 
novel to care full}' craft his own dystopic vision. For this reason, 1984 shares many 
common threads with We. The protagonist of 1984, Winston Smith, lives in a London of 
the future located within the super-state of Oceania, which prides itself on the three-
pronged. oxymoronic slogan of "War is Peace. Freedom is Slavery. Ignorance is 
Strength." Oceania follows the principles of Ingsoc, or English socialism, whose "sacred 
principles" are "Newspeak, doublethink, the mutability of the past" (23). The economic 
system of Oceania is one of rationing; the Ministry of Plenty, the governmental agency in 
charge or rationing, promises plenty to the community, but, in reality, the Ministry of 
Plenty provides little as rations are continually reduced and supplies diminished. 
The totalitarian Big Brother rules over Oceania, much like the Benefactor rules 
over the OneState. Big Brother is a symbolic figurehead of power, created by the Inner 
Party; an image of Big Brother appears on telescreens and on posters that read "Big 
Brother Is Watching You." Big Brother, or the Inner Party more precisely, like the 
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Benefactor, relies on torture and surveillance to keep order in Oceania. The Thought 
Police constantly "vaporize" citizens, or ""comrades," who are not in line with Big 
Brother's doctrine, and the Ministry of Love serves as a community torture chamber 
where the Thought Police drag dissenting individuals to be tortured and "cured." 
Winston's eventual torture takes place deep within the labyrinth of the Ministry of Love. 
Big Brother employs the dual-purpose telescreens to precipitate fear and to 
monitor the populous. First, they allow the Thought Police to monitor an individual at 
almost any given moment. Like the glass architecture of the OneState, the telescreens 
serve as a system of checks for the party members because the telescreens are constant 
reminders that one could be under scrutiny at any time. On more than one occasion, 
Winston reiterates that: 
The smallest thing could give you away. A nervous tic, an unconscious 
look of anxiety, a habit of muttering to yourself—anything that carried 
with it the suggestion of abnormality, or having something to hide . . . 
Your worst enemy, [Winston] reflected, was your own nervous system. 
At any moment the tension inside you was liable to translate itself into 
some visible symptom. (55-6) 
The threat of constant and critical observation terrifies many of the party members into 
loyalty and subservience. The second function of the telescreen is to disseminate 
propaganda and fear. The telescreens ceaselessly broadcast news bulletins, patriotic 
anthems, and updates on the war. The citizens of Oceania cannot escape the driveling 
patriotism of the telescreens, and the endless bombardment from it creates passivity and 
acceptance in the members of the party, or, as Mario Virricchio affirms, "The . . . small 
screen [in 1984] perform[s] a crucial political function by preventing and repressing 
p ro t e s t . . . by conditioning inhibiting oppositional forces" (98). 
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While the telescreens and the Ministry of Love strike fear into individuals, Big 
Brother uses other threats to frighten Oceania, as a whole, into compliance with his 
agenda. Oceania is one of the three superpowers of the world, along with Eurasia and 
Eastasia, and Oceania is constantly, according to the Inner Party, at war with either 
Eastasia or Eurasia. The Inner Party, who rules through the mask of Big Brother, uses 
these "wars." which may or may not be real, to create an atmosphere of fear and 
patriotism. To further this agenda, the Party fabricates a timeless antagonist who is in 
constant opposition to Big Brother: Emmanuel Goldstein. Goldstein is said to be a traitor 
whose sole purpose is to bring down Big Brother and Oceania. Goldstein frequently 
appears on the telescreens and during the Two Minutes Hate, haranguing Big Brother and 
the Party; Goldstein is depicted as a backstabber, in league with enemy forces. Using 
these techniques, the Inner Party ensures that the party members, as well as the proles, 
who are not rigidly governed, remain forever fearful of invasion and war and thus 
maintain their support for Big Brother. 
Perhaps the most terrifying aspect of Oceania is its continual falsification of the 
past. In an effort to make Big Brother infallible and to control the flow of information, 
the ironically named Ministry of Truth, Winston's place of work, "Day by day and almost 
minute by minute [brings] the p a s t . . . up to date" (35). The Party's revision of the past 
keeps the citizens of Oceania ignorant of history as well as the true current conditions of 
the state. When the novel begins, Oceania is at war with Eastasia and allied with Eurasia, 
but, suddenly, in the middle of the novel, Oceania claims Eastasia as its ally and Eurasia 
its enemy; this about face prompts the Ministry of Truth to "correct" the entirety of its 
records. Likewise, when it is announced that the Ministry of Plenty is reducing the 
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chocolate ration, when it had promised it wouldn't be necessary, all the Ministry of Truth 
has to do is "substitute for the original promise a warning that it would probably be 
necessary to reduce the ration at some time in April . . . the written instructions which 
Winston received . . . never stated or implied an act of forgery was to be committed; 
always the reference was to slips, errors, misprints, or misquotations" (34-6). The Party 
slogan of "Who controls the past controls the future; who controls the present controls the 
past" (221) embodies the Party's doctrine of revising the past. 
In order to manipulate the past, the party relies on doublethink, or the ability to 
hold contradictory ideas at the same time. In the case of Oceania changing its ally and 
enemy in war. doublethink is required of the entire population. Even though a citizen 
might realize that Oceania was at war with Eastasia the previous day, when it is 
announced that Eurasia is the enemy, the mass of Oceania is expected to regard this as 
always having been the case, and seemingly, few people question the shift in Oceania's 
war-time alliance. In essence. Doublethink is a conscious renunciation of the truth and 
acceptance of a lie. 
The Inner Party of Oceania is not content with simply controlling the past, the 
present, and the future; they are also extremely focused on controlling language and how 
its citizens perceive the world through language. In order to accommodate this desire, the 
party created Newspeak, a dismantled version of the English language, also called 
Oldspeak. The aim of Newspeak is to control thoughts and to prevent thoughtcrime as 
Syme, one of Winston's coworkers, explains: 
Don't you see the whole aim of Newspeak is to narrow the range of 
thought? In the end we shall make thoughtcrime literally impossible, 
because there will be no words in which to express i t . . . Every year fewer 
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and fewer words, and the range of consciousness always a little smaller . . 
The revolution will be complete when the language is perfect. (46) 
The societies in 1984 and We, Calin Mihailescu notes, are "sadistic" dystopias 
because there is not peace, plenty, and, for the most part, happiness. Mihailescu, 
however, discusses a second type of dystopia: hedonistic. The dystopic society of Brave 
New World's World State is a hedonistic dystopia "in which individuals spend most of 
their time in the pursuit of instant happiness through sex, drugs, and mind-numbing 
multi-sensory entertainments" (Booker 171). Although one can argue the World State is 
a hedonistic dystopia, it still presents a nightmarish vision of the future where people are 
just as oppressed and unhappy as they are in the sadistic dystopias. 
The story of Brave New World follows, at first, Bernard Marx and Lenina 
Crowne. Bernard feels out of place in the World State because he is slightly undersized 
for an Alpha, something that sparks wild rumors about him among his peers. Bernard 
and Lenina decide to go on an excursion to a "savage" reservation in America where they 
encounter John, whose mother, Linda, was exiled on the reservation by her former 
partner because she was pregnant with his child, something nearly unheard of in the 
World State. When Bernard and Lenina return to the World State, they take John and 
Linda with them; John becomes the true protagonist of the novel at this juncture in the 
narrative. 
The World State, unlike the OneState and Oceania, does not possess a single 
grand dictator. Rather, a small group of World Controllers, including Mustapha Mond, 
manages the dystopia that encompasses the entire world. Mond and the other World 
Controllers do not ruthlessly oppress their subjects through violence. Instead, the World 
State and the Controllers precipitate oppression through genetic engineering and 
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determinism, drugs, constant forms of social interaction and entertainment, and a mass 
consumer society. It is through these means the World Controllers maintain 
""Community, Identity, Stability," the motto of the World State. 
As in We, the World State utilizes a well-known industrial expert to help it 
structure its society: Henry Ford. The World State, however, idolizes Ford, the closest 
thing the World State has to a God, and takes his doctrine of industrialization and vertical 
integration to extreme levels. For example, the World State operates Hatchery and 
Conditioning Centers, in which people are grown from test tubes and conditioned based 
on predetermined criteria and need. The opening chapters in Brave New World are set in 
the London Hatchery where test tube after test tube files through the facility, where 
conditioners continually alter each embryo until it conforms to the "batch" the facility is 
producing. The Conditioners apply the economic theory of supply and demand to genetic 
engineering, growing and producing humans based on their estimation of the World 
State's need. If the World State needs more Epsilons, or workers, the facility produces 
more; if the society needs more Alphas, the more intelligent human products, the 
hatchery, likewise, grows more. Further perverting the natural process of birth is the fact 
that the hatcheries use a procedure called "Bokanovsky's Process" to make a single 
embryo divide into seventy-two, or more, identical human embryos; in other words, "The 
principle of mass production at last applied to biology" (7). The dystopic World State 
goes further than simply growing humans; it also uses the conditioning process to 
genetically determine the class and personal preferences of individuals before they are 
out of the tube. Also, the hatcheries in the World State all have a "Social Predestination 
Room" where embryos receive a destiny and identity that the human grown from the 
embryo will have no opportunity to challenge. The citizens cannot transcend their class 
rank; they are what they are made. The London Hatchery Director, wtiile showing 
students around, explains that, "We also predestine and condition. We decant our babies 
as socialized human beings, as Alphas or Epsilons, as future sewer workers or future . . . 
directors of hatcheries . . All conditioning aims at that: making people like their 
inescapable social destiny" (13, 16). 
The process of conditioning doesn't end, however, when the humans are "born." 
Through a procedure called hypnopaedia, a form of sleep hypnosis, the World State 
subliminally alters children according to its desire while they sleep by repeatedly playing 
jingles that reinforce societal norms and practices, such as "ending is better than 
mending" (49), which promotes a consumer attitude. Also, in order to promote 
consumption, the World State desires that some of its denizens fear certain aspects the 
natural world. To accomplish this end, nurses in the Condition Center expose small 
children to flowers and then send electric shock waves through the floor to make the 
children afraid the flowers (20-1). The Director explains that, "We condition the masses 
to hate the country . . . But simultaneously we condition them to love all country sports. 
At the same time, we see to it that all country sports shall entail the use of elaborate 
apparatus. So that they consume manufactured articles as well as transport [to the 
country]. Hence those electric shocks" (23). One is not allowed to develop his or her 
preferences based on experience in the World State because consumption is so desirable. 
In Huxley's dystopia, the hallucinatory and sedative drug soma, which causes 
people to relax or go on a "soma holiday," oppresses the masses further because of their 
dependence on it for happiness. In 1984, similarly, Oceania uses Victory Gin to assist in 
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keeping people subdued. Soma is even built into the linguistic system of the World State 
by means of a catchy, albeit trite, cliche: "a gramme is better than a damn" (55). The 
World State utilizes the engineered drug to keep people happy in their oppressed and 
insignificant lives; Lenina tells Bernard after one of his contemplative silences, "why 
don't you take soma when you have these dreadful ideas of yours. You'd forget all about 
them. And instead of feeling miserable, you'd be jolly. So jolly" (92). The World State, 
adhering to its triadic motto, favors stability over personal freedom. 
Brave New World also echoes Zamyatin's We in that the World State promotes a 
society of free love in which there are no long-term partners. When Fanny, Lenina's 
friend, discovers Lenina has been seeing Henry Foster for four months she exclaims, "I 
really do think you ought to be careful. It's such horribly bad form to go and on like this 
with one man" (41). This hegemonic belief of the World State keeps individuals from 
becoming too close to one another, which is similar to both Oceania and the OneState's 
attempt to serve the emotional ties of individuals. 
Gorman Beauchamp, while discussing dystopian critic Irving Howe, notes 
Howe's contention that "In the dystopian novel there must be . . . a flaw in the perfection 
of the perfect" (Beauchamp 67). While these dystopic societies like to present 
themselves as perfect, they are, in fact, deeply flawed. It is from this flaw that the 
protagonists wish to escape. As mentioned earlier, the process of flight is the beginning 
of a symbolic rebirth because the individual, in the dystopia, is merely a single part of a 
larger whole, lacks a true identity, and finds him or her self in a paralyzed society. Each 
protagonist has different yet similar stirrings that prompt him or her to take leave of the 
dystopian society and seek refuge in the natural world. 
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While, for the most part, the dystopia's structure initiates the protagonist's flight 
to the green world, the green world itself beckons Winston and D-503. Winston's 
recurring dream, in which he sees the '"golden country," rouses his desire to find the 
natural retreat of his dreams. The golden country Winston dreams of is a pastoral 
landscape of beauty, which he unconsciously associates with Shakespeare: 
Suddenly he was standing on short springy turf, on a summer evening 
when the slanting rays of the sun gilded the ground. The landscape that he 
was looking at recurred so often in his dreams that he was never fully 
certain whether or not he had seen it in the real world. In his waking 
thoughts he called it the Golden Country. It was an old, rabbit-bitten 
pasture, with a foot-track wandering across it and a molehill here and 
there. In the ragged hedge on the opposite side of the field the boughs of 
the elm trees were swaying very faintly in the bree/.e, their leaves just 
stirring in dense masses like women's hair. Somewhere near at hand, 
though out of sight, there was a clear, slow-moving stream where dace 
were swimming in the pools under the willow trees . . . Winston woke up 
with the word "Shakespeare" on his lips. (27) 
D-503 has a waking experience that is analogous to Winston's in that it prompts him to 
consider the monotony of his life. D-503, while walking along the Green Wall, notices a 
yellow-eyed animal on the other side of the transparent wall. As the animal and D-503 
eye each other through the glass, D-503 ponders, '"And what if yellow-eyes, in his 
stupid, dirty pile of leaves, in his uncalculated life, is happier than us? '" (91). D-503's 
thought is significant because he has, by this time, visited the Ancient House multiple 
times with 1-330, but this is his first real intuition that, perhaps, he is not happy and that 
happiness lies outside the realm of the OneState. This instance foreshadows his eventual 
immersion in the green world. 
Because the green world encourages the protagonists to break the laws of the 
dystopian society by tempting them with what they long for, the green w orld, it can be 
argued, functions as a quasi-Garden of Eden where desire tempts the protagonists to 
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break the decrees of the dystopian state. Joseph Campbell notes the mythological motif 
of "The One Forbidden Thing" (Power 60). In these novels, the forbidden things are 
freedom of thought and action and a conscious awareness of the self. However, it is not 
God who makes the laws but the power-abusing dystopia, and the protagonists 
temporarily redeem humankind, rather than effect its fall, by undermining the unyielding, 
unnatural laws of the dystopian society. 
In the comedies of Shakespeare, irrational law is also one of the recurring factors 
that plunges the protagonists into the green world, and the same motif appears frequently 
in dystopian fiction as well. Irrational law is certainly the central reason that D-503 as 
well as Winston and Julia, Winston's love interest, take flight to the green world. In Big 
Brother's Oceania, the Party frowns upon sexual intercourse, at least when it is done for 
pleasure alone. Katharine, Winston's estranged wife, referred to having sex as "making a 
baby" or "our duty to the party," which highlights the full out propagandized assault the 
Inner Party waged on sexual instinct and desire through anti-sex leagues and state-
sponsored slogans; the Inner Party wants sexual intercourse "to be looked 011 as a slightly 
disgusting minor operation, like having an enema" (58). Winston, once he discovers 
Julia is in love with him, lusts after her, as she does him, and wants to have passionate 
sex for the sake of sex, and not for the sake of the Party. Winston's desire is dangerous 
because "The unforgivable crime was promiscuity between Party members" (57). 
Winston's journey to the green world, in order to have sex with Julia, is an act of 
resistance, for, as Winston notes, "The sexual act, successfully performed, was rebellion. 
Desire was thoughtcrime" (60). 
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Similarly, in We, D-503 and 1-330, D-503's accomplice, venture to the Ancient 
House in order to have sex without the approval of the OneState. D-503 originally finds 
1-330 "'as irritating . . . as an irrational term that accidentally creeps into your equation 
and can't be factored out" (10); however, after 1-330 continually seeks D-503's audience, 
he goes with her to the ancient house, where his personal transition begins to take shape. 
While 1-330 and D-503 could easily have legal, state sanctioned sex by obtaining the 
proper coupon from the OneState to have each other on a sexual day, the two abscond to 
the Ancient House where their initial sexual encounters take place; they, like Julia and 
Winston, want to have sex on their own terms and not on those of the government. 
Irrational law is not the cause of Bernard's flight to the Savage Reservation—the 
green world—in Brave New World; instead, the unbreakable class structure of the World 
State catalyzes his departure from the dystopia. Bernard is an Alpha, but his physical 
qualities are like that of a Beta, a class that is lower than the Alphas. Bernard seeks to 
empower himself by going to the Reservation by having an experience that many do not 
get to have: "Not more than half a dozen people in the whole [Hatchery and 
Conditioning] Centre had ever been inside a Savage Reservation" (88). Bernard cannot 
change who he is, but he can try to elevate his status. 
More important, however, is the fact that each protagonist wants to be an 
individual of some kind, not just another face or Number in the static society; this search 
for identity and individuality is also a factor in the flight to the green world. When We 
opens, D-503 says that in the OneState "no one is one but only one o f ' (8). However, 
after his first visit to the Ancient House, which serves as a precursor to the green world as 
well as its entrance, D-503 begins to question the truth and rationale of this OneState 
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axiom. Likewise, in Brave New World, Bernard, while spending time with Lenina, 
ponders "what would it be like if I . . . were free—not enslaved by my condition'" (91). 
Bernard is not the only one who shares this sentiment in the World State. Helmholtz 
Watson, a well respected Alpha at the College of Emotional Engineering who is a friend 
of Bernard's, also has an inkling similar to Bernard's: an inkling that he can do more and 
that there is more to do and say in his poetry: 
A mental excess had produced in Helmholtz Watson effects very similar 
to those which, in Bernard Marx, were the result of a physical defect. Too 
little bone and brawn had isolated Bernard from his fellow men, and the 
sense of this apartness, being, by all the current standards, a mental excess, 
became in its turn a cause of wider separation. That which had made 
Helmholtz so uncomfortably aware of being himself and all alone was too 
much ability. What the two men shared was the knowledge that they were 
individuals. (67) 
Helmholtz and Bernard, for now, are the antithesis of most of their World State 
counterparts, who are all too glad to sacrifice identity for stability. 
Winston, too, wants to differentiate himself from the collective whole of Oceania. 
In a society where "to do what everyone else was doing, was an instinctive reaction" (15) 
and "Nothing was your own except the few cubic centimeters inside your skull" (24), 
Winston's interest in the past and his desire to express himself in his journal empower 
him and make him stand apart from most of the other Party members. Winston's 
continual interest in what life and society were like before Big Brother and in the trinkets 
he finds in Mr. Charrington's junk shop indicate a resistance to the Party's policy of 
correcting the past. The other novels also echo Winston's interest in the past. The theme 
of the past appears in Brave New World in the form of Bernard's and Lenina's desire to 
visit the Savage Reservation, the primitive society that exists on the Reservation, and 
John's love of Shakespeare. Finally, We emphasizes the past through its focus on the 
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Ancient House and the Mephi, the faction of rebels who wish to overthrow the OneState 
and free the Numbers from the stringent rules and regulations of the Benefactor. In each 
novel, the protagonists gain insights about the past through their time in the green world. 
One final factor that contributes to the protagonist's flight to the green world is a 
desire for solitude and privacy. Each dystopic society puts a strong emphasis on 
community and social interaction. In 1984, Party members are strongly encouraged to 
take community hikes, join different organizations, and contribute their free time to Big 
Brother; in Brave New World people attend the feelies, play obstacle golf together, and 
participate in Solidarity Service Days; and in We, the Numbers march side by side down 
the street every morning to work and attend various community events in the evening. 
Because of the excessive emphasis placed on community, individuals in these societies 
have little time to spend on their own; they are always together, or in the case of 1984 
and We, always being watched. The green world contrasts these panoptic societies in that 
it gives the protagonists a place of privacy and of solitude away constant surveillance and 
community hikes and obstacle golf and glass walls. 
This first phase of the dystopic green world pattern, which I have called flight, is 
symbolically representative of conception as the protagonists desire to be reborn but are 
not yet enclosed in the symbolic womb of the green world. The protagonists yearn to 
escape the totalitarian dystopia that enforces a rigorous set of laws to undermine freedom, 
individuality, and thought; the dystopic society seems to be in unchanging, death-like 
stasis because of its everyday monotony, which is why the process of flight is symbolic 
of rebirth. It is from these conditions the protagonists wish to escape, and it is privacy, 
the past, freedom, and individuality they hope to find in the green world of nature. All of 
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factors are the nexus for the flight to the green world, where the protagonists hope to find 
answers, as well as themselves. 
Chapter 3 
Immersion in the Green World 
' 'The green w orld has analogies, not only to the fertile world of ritual, but to the dream 
world that we create out of our ow n desires." 
—Northrop Frye 
Although the green world appears in each of the three novels, each work depicts it 
differently. The green world is usually located in nature, but there are exceptions. For 
example, in 1984 the wooded grove where Winston and Julia take refuge serves as the 
novel's green world, yet when they decide that it is not safe to return to the grove for fear 
of the Thought Police finding them, they choose to use a different hideaway. The church 
belfry and Mr. Charrington's junk shop both embody the green world outside of its usual 
locale and possess its characteristics. The countryside setting of belfry makes it part of 
the physical green; the junk shop, though located in the proletariat section of London, is 
still representative of the green world because it functions in exactly the same way. 
The green world operates similarly in We. Whereas Winston and Julia go to the 
physical green world first, D-503 does not venture to the literal green world until very 
late in the novel. Nevertheless, the green world is present throughout much of the novel 
in the form of the Ancient House, located on the threshold of the natural escape, which 
D-503 visits on several occasions. The Ancient House gives him the freedom to act as an 
individual, to have real emotions, and to think outside of mathematics; it simultaneously 
prepares him for immersion in the actual green world and acts as an incubator for his 
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eventual metamorphosis. Like the three locales in 1984. the Ancient House and the 
natural landscape outside the Green Wall form a composite green world for D-503. 
Brave A;eir World, on the other hand, has a more traditional and singular green 
world: the Savage Reservation. On the Reservation the most significant characteristics of 
the green world can be found, and it is the location that provides the protagonists, most 
importantly John, with the knowledge that they will use to confront the dystopia. The 
Brave New World green world differs, however, in that Bernard and Lenina are not so 
much participants as observers in it, yet both they and John, and later Helmholtz Watson, 
utilize the experiences they have in the green world to varying degrees when challenging 
the World State. 
The protagonists hope to have their various longings, which called them to nature, 
fulfilled in the green world, and, of these longings, individuality is the most important 
desire the protagonists seek. In Brave New World, the World State scorns individuality, 
yet Bernard and Helmholtz have a subconscious desire to be individuals. Winston, D-
503, as well as other secondary characters in all the works, develop a similar inkling. 
The desire to be one instead of "one-of appears in all three novels and illustrates the 
unnatural structure of the dystopian society. Had the dystopias truly dismantled the 
individual, people would not have this undercurrent of restlessness within them. To 
assuage this restlessness, the protagonists trek to the green world where they can be 
individuals. A.C. Hamilton, although discussing Shakespeare's green world, succinctly 
notes the key changes that occur in the natural retreat are, for the most part, analogous to 
the green world of the dystopian novels: 
If the phases of comedy are charted as stages in an ascent from the 
demonic towards the apocalyptic, they show an increasing victory over 
reality—moving from things as they are to things as they should be, from 
bondage to freedom, unhappiness to festivity, alienation to a growing 
awareness of a regained identity . . . which makes [the phases of comedy, 
which correspond to the green world,] a "form of deliverance." (137) 
The green world perpetuates this process of self-actualization because the 
protagonists become empowered, experience genuine emotions, develop an aesthetic 
appreciation for true art and beauty, have glimpses of the past, and realize the power of 
words and expressive language. At the beginning of the immersion phase of the green 
world cycle, the protagonists are in a state of flux or of incubation; they are no longer 
symbolically dead in the dystopia, nor have they been symbolically reborn. For this 
reason, the green world serves as a womb image that generates new life and energy, or, as 
Joseph Campbell states, it is an image of the "whale's belly": "The belly is the dark place 
where digestion takes place and new energy is created . . . the hero [goes] into a fish's 
belly and ultimately [comes] out again transformed (Power 180) . . . That's the basic 
motif of the universal hero's journey—leaving one condition and finding the source of 
life to bring you forth into a richer or mature condition" (Power 152). 
The first step in this redemptive process of self-actualization begins when the 
protagonists immerse themselves in the green world; the initial transformation that occurs 
in the green world is that power shifts from the dystopia to the individual. This 
movement is also evident in Shakespeare's green world plays. Prospero loses his power 
when Antonio usurps and exiles him, but Prospero regains it symbolically when he 
claims dukedom over the island. Similarly, in As You Like It, Duke Senior establishes a 
faux court in the forest of Arden to regain some of his power and to maintain his status as 
lord. Prior to the protagonists' entrance into the green world, the dystopian society holds 
absolute power; the citizens may make minor decisions in their lives, but, overall, the 
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dystopian society inflexibly orders daily life. The allure of the green world is that it gives 
the protagonists the ability to choose. In 1984, Winston and Julia are free express 
themselves in the green world because there are no telescreens or microphones 
prohibiting their actions. James Tyner writes that the "actions of Winston are directed . . 
. towards a personal liberation rather than a complete revolution" (142). Winston's 
personal liberation culminates when he enters the green world with Julia, who has already 
undergone this personal emancipation and is now serving as Winston's guide in the 
awakening of his individual self. 
While the passions and emotions Winston and Julia experience in the wooded 
clearing are significant, it is the time they spend together in the church belfry that is the 
best example of their personal liberation. The Inner Party wishes to dissolve the true 
history of the world and fabricate a past that is consistent with its doctrine; however, 
Winston and Julia rebel against this doctrine while occupying the belfry. The belfry is a 
relic of history, which represents the real past, especially given its proximity to a historic 
atomic explosion. However, more importantly, Winston and Julia become individuals in 
the belfry; they each tell stories of and recount their past—an acknowledgment that they 
are individuals—and they freely question the Party's motives, which the Thought Police 
would undoubtedly deem thoughtcrime. Winston notes at one point that, "When there 
were no external records that you could refer to, even the outline of your own life lost its 
sharpness" (28), and the exchange he and Julia have in the belfry solidifies not only the 
past in a personal and collective sense but their stake as individuals. However, the most 
important aspect of Winston and Julia's flight to and immersion in the green world is the 
fact they decided to undertake the journey; the party does not approve of their illegal 
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actions, yet Winston and Julia made a choice, and nothing signals individual liberty more 
than the freedom to choose. 
D-503 undergoes a similar personal awakening in the green world. Early in We, 
1-330 invites D-503 to join her at the Ancient House, and D-503 complies, not being fully 
aware of I-330's motives, which are eventually to enlist him on the side of Mephi, a 
rebellious faction of Numbers and "savages" intent on toppling the OneState, so they can 
utilize the INTEGRAL he designed when they carry out their revolution. Because "[the] 
'Numbers' have lost all true individuality . . . [and] they are merely interchangeable parts 
in the giant machine of the state" (Booker 293), 1-330 challenges D-503 to think about his 
own individuality, stating, "to be original means to distinguish yourself from others. It 
follows that to be original is to violate the principle of equality" (30). 
D-503 accepts I-330's challenge when he comes across a mirror in the ancient 
house; as D-503 gazes upon his own reflection, he muses, "What I saw there was my own 
reflection. But it was not natural and it did not look like me . . . I felt absolutely afraid, I 
felt trapped, shut into that wild cage, I felt myself swept into the wild whirlwind of 
ancient life" (29). This passage depicts the blossoming of D-503's self-awareness, for 
the "wild whirlwind of ancient life" he feels is the life of an individual and a life of 
choice. Michael Amey correlates D-503's personal awakening in We to Jacques Lacan's 
mirror stage: 
[We] . . . depicts the self-conscious, reflexive gaze as fundamental to the 
development of the identity of the protagonist. This representation of the 
emergence of the individual parallels psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan's 
mirror-stage theory, in which he argues that individual identity is 
constructed when a subject first sees and apprehends him or herself in a 
mirror . . . when individuals gaze back at themselves, it serves to 
differentiate them from the collective, thus providing a basis for the future 
resistance against the demands of collectivism. (23) 
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Indeed, when D-503 looks into the mirror he begins to view himself as a person and not a 
Number, and D-503 furthers his self-actualization later in the novel when he has a deep 
moment of introspection: 
Somehow this never entered my head before, but this is really how 
it is: We on this earth are walking the whole time above a boiling crimson 
sea of fire, hidden down there in the bowels of the earth. But we never 
think of it. And then suddenly the shell beneath our feet seems to turn to 
glass, and suddenly we see. . . 
I became glass. I saw into myself, inside. 
There were two me's. One me was the old one, D-503, Number D-
503, and the other. . . used to just stick his hairy paws out of his shell, but 
now all of him came out, the shell burst open . . . (56) . . . "Everything 
used to revolve around the sun; now I knew it all revolved around me" 
(72). 
D-503 's epiphany directly correlates with his time in the Ancient House. Yet, his 
full individualization does not occur until he immerses himself in the physical green 
world, which lies outside the Green Wall. In the green world, 1-330 announces to Mephi 
that D-503 is the builder of the INTEGRAL, and during the ensuing celebratory elation, 
D-503 completes his metamorphosis into an individual: "I was myself, something 
separate, a world; I stopped being one of many, the way I 'd always been, and became just 
one" (151). D-503's transformation transcends his personal actualization, for he comes 
to realize that others, just like him, are individuals as well and not selfless Numbers; 
when D-503 witnesses guards beating a woman for disobeying them, he acknowledges 
that, "She was no longer a Number, she was simply a person" (122). 
Brave New World, like 1984, is far less explicit about the empowerment of the 
individual. By the time Bernard and Lenina arrive at the Savage Reservation, Bernard 
has already pondered his individuality. Earlier in the novel, Bernard asks Lenina, "But 
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wouldn't you like to be free and to be happy in some other way, Lenina? In your own 
way, for example; not in everybody else's way" (91), to which Lenina replies, '"When 
the indiv idual feels, the community reels" (94). Lenina's jingle-like quip pithily sums up 
the World State's view of the individual: for the sake of stability the individual cannot 
exist. However, as the novel progresses the various protagonists of Brave New World 
eventually come into their own as individuals. 
The self-actualization of Bernard and John the Savage is interrelated. John is an 
outcast on the Reservation because he is not like the rest of its inhabitants, except for his 
mother. While John certainly is an individual, which is why he is not accepted into the 
Reservation society, the primitive society oppresses him into otherness, much like the 
World State's culture oppresses Bernard for not fitting the textbook definition of an 
Alpha. Bernard's fascination with John being the child of a World State citizen helps 
John in his process of individualization because he suddenly becomes a person of 
importance. Bernard also uses John to promote his own self. When Bernard returns from 
the Reservation with John, Bernard immediately becomes a celebrity by, at times, 
deviously using John to elevate his status in society. 
John also influences Helmholtz Watson, who never ventures into the actual green. 
Helmholtz, like Bernard, comes to realize his true self with the help of John. John 
introduces Helmholtz to Shakespeare, which allows Helmholtz to express himself better 
and gives him knowledge he later uses during the climatic intellectual confrontation with 
Mond. In the end, Mond exiles Helmholtz to an island for exceptionally gifted citizens 
because of Helmholtz's "mental excess." 
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Like the wooded clearing in 1984, both the Ancient House and the Savage 
Reservation are places of privacy. The Ancient House is not made of glass, although 
glass does support its walls, so D-503 and 1-330 do not have to worry as much about 
anyone discovering them; likewise, even though Lenina traveled with him, the Savage 
Reservation frees Bernard from the continual communal activities of the World State and 
allows him to think and talk at length with John. The privacy of the Ancient House, the 
Reservation, and the various green worlds of 1984 empower the individual because they 
allow for the genuine expression of emotion and passion without fear of reproach from 
the dystopic society, which always wants to be watching. C.L. Barber notes that "The 
easiness [of the green world] comes from a . . . redefinition of the human situation which 
makes conflict for the moment seem superfluous" (224), and, indeed, the freedom the 
protagonists find in the green world helps them discover how to express themselves 
without fear of punishment. 
Shakespeare's green world and the dystopian green world are also similar in their 
focus on emotions and passions such as love and lust. Many of Shakespeare's 
protagonists, such as Romeo and Juliet and Hermia and Lysander in A Midsummer 
Night's Dream, journey to the green world to have the freedom to love, and Charles 
Forker notes that "[Romeo and Juliet's] green world, [is] associated chiefly with the 
privacy of romantic emotion" (27). Winston and Julia as well as D-503 and 1-330 are in 
similar situations because they travel to the green world to experience the full range of 
human emotions that the dystopian state muzzles. The passions and emotions of the 
green world, in these two novels, are synonymous with love and sex. Because the 
dystopian regulations dilute romantic relationships, both couples utilize the green world 
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as a place to have passionate sex. Orwell describes the sexual union of Winston and Julia 
using very passionate and emotional language, which contrasts the lifeless, "our duty to 
the party" sex Big Brother advocates. When Winston asks Julia if she enjoys sex itself, 
she answers, ' i adore it," which "was above all what [Winston] wanted to hear. Not 
merely the love of one person but the animal instinct, the simple undifferentiated desire: 
that was the force that would tear the Party to pieces" (111). The intercourse between 
Winston and Julia represents "the political and sexual freedom of the Golden Country" 
(Gottlieb 81), which, like privacy and self-realization, empowers the individual. 
In We, the sex D-503 and 1-330 have in the green world of the Ancient House is 
similarly passionate and free from the organized sex days that the OneState promulgates, 
for they have sex without coupons and permission from the government—it is, rather, 
spontaneous, erotic sex: 
It was ripe. I emptied myself onto her. There was no pink ticket, no 
accounting, no OneState, there was no me. There was only clenched teeth, 
there were the golden eyes opened wide on me, and through them I slowly 
penetrated inside, deeper and deeper. And there was silence. Only in the 
corner, thousand of miles away, drops were dropping in the basin and I 
was the universe, and between one drop and another were eras, epochs . . . 
(73). 
In both novels, sex is a means for the protagonists to undermine the irrational 
laws of the dystopia. The green world, in this sense, is analogous with rebellion. As 
Winston notes in 1984, "The aim of the Party was not merely to prevent men and women 
from forming loyalties which it might not be able to control. Its real, undeclared purpose 
was to remove all pleasure from the sexual act. Not love so much as eroticism was the 
enemy" (58). Critic Blu Tirohl expounds on this idea of sex as subversive rebellion in 
1984: "Over a period of months, Julia and Winston indulge in sexual intercourse on only 
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a few occasions but each sexual act signifies a weakening of The Party, as each one 
demonstrates urges which are, temporarily, outside its control" (55). 
Gorman Beauchamp draws a similar parallel between sex and rebellion in We: 
"[Zamyatin presents sexuality] as the force that liberates consciousness, frees man from 
the Utopian state's repression of his instincts, and gives rise to his individualism, his 
imagination" ("Zamiation" 68). The sexual acts of D-503 and 1-330, as Beauchamp notes, 
challenge the authority of the OneState and assists the protagonists in the development of 
their personal selves, allowing them to form personal and emotional bonds with another 
on an intimate level. At the beginning of the novel D-503 believes, "It 's clear that one 
shouldn't love 'just because' but 'because o f " (27), but after making love with 1-330 his 
views change dramatically, and he no longer simply sees sex as a state regulated activity. 
While sexual passion is absent from the dystopian societies in 1984 and We, 
family love is one of the missing factors from Brave New World. Mond, during an 
impromptu visit to the London Hatchery, outlines the horrors of family life to several 
young students: "And home was as squalid psychically as physically . . . What 
suffocating intimacies, what dangerous, insane, obscene relationships between the 
members of the family groups! . . . the mother brooded over her children . . . like a cat 
over kittens" (37). Mond's description of a family terrifies the students, who cannot 
conceive the notion of a family, and Mond, seeing their ghastly looks, sardonically quips, 
"Yes . . . you may well shudder" (38). 
The World State eliminates the family by genetically growing humans and 
promoting group activities so no one becomes very close to another. Also, no one has a 
father, and no one has a mother; instead, all are part of the collective whole of the World 
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State. John, however, subverts this idea. Although John's mother, Linda, is a citizen of 
the World State, her partner abandoned her on the Reservation, where she gave birth to 
John. Hven though their family is small, John and Linda's family contrasts the non-
familial structure of the World State. John baffles the citizens of the World State by 
having such a close relationship to another, especially his mother. The doctor, who gives 
Linda lethal amounts of soma, cannot understand why John would not want her to take so 
much, and the children and staff at the hospital, where his mother dies, become confused 
when John flies into a rage after Linda dies; this moment represents the green world's 
invasion into the sterile world of the dystopia. 
Another characteristic of the green world is the aesthetic appreciation the 
protagonists develop for artistic creations such as music and poetry. Jerome Meckier 
claims that "in all three dystopias, in Brave New World especially, poetry, defined as 
intenser self-awareness or expansion of consciousness, becomes synecdochic for art. Lhe 
fate of art is seen to be identical with the density of the independent spirit, soul or 
spirituality in general" (20). Meckier's concept is a common thread that We, 1984, and 
Brave New World all share: the dystopia, for all intents and purposes, oppresses all forms 
of genuine art, artistic creation, and beauty just as it wishes to oppress all forms of 
individuality; the dystopia uses music and literature as propaganda and nothing more. 
The OneState uses poetry and prose not to express beauty and emotions but, 
rather, to teach didactic lessons and tell moral tales for the Numbers such as "the 
immortal tragedy, 'Late for Work' . . . or the "Stanzas on Sexual Hygiene" (67). Meckier 
notes that "The One State does not just dictate 'forms' for its poets to follow; it uses 
poetry to give life form" (23), and these examples of literature from the OneState 
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illustrate how the dystopia uses poetry to reinforce its rigid structure. Similarly, the 
OneState also dismantles the creative process of musical composition by creating a 
device that systemically produces music and prohibits spontaneous and creative 
composition. 
In 1984, the Ministry of Truth similarly dismantles language and literature to 
promote Newspeak and reduce thoughtcrime. Winston's coworker Syme explains that: 
By 2050 . . . all real knowledge of Oldspeak will have disappeared. The 
whole literature of the past will have been destroyed. Chaucer, 
Shakespeare, Milton, Byron—they'll exist only in Newspeak versions, not 
merely changed into something different, but actually changed into 
something contradictory of what they used to be. (46-7) 
The war against words the Inner Party is waging will eventually obliterate beautiful and 
expressive language, pushing the real past further and further into nothingness. 
The World State's attack on artistic creation is less direct but equally effective. 
The World State appeases the masses with various games of consumption, the feelies, 
and by withholding great works of the past from the public. The World State's attack is 
less destructive because they do not seek to change the literature of the past, like the 
Inner Party does, but they do want to prohibit the general populous from reading it. 
When John asks Mustapha Mond why he does not allow the citizens of the World State to 
read Shakespeare, Mond answers, "Because it's old; that's the chief reason. We haven't 
use for old things here . . . Beauty's attractive, and we don't want people to be attracted 
by old things. We want them to like new ones" (219). Mond wants the World State 
citizens to like new things because new products require consumption and production, 
both backbones of the World State's ideology, unlike old things which may not require 
production or promote ideas inconsistent with the World's State's hegemony. The 
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London Hatchery Director echoes Mond's idea, saying, "It was decided to abolish the 
love of nature . . among the lower classes . . . [because] [a] love of nature keeps no 
factories busy" (23). 
All three dystopias stifle works of art, relying, instead, on state endorsed 
propaganda to fulfill the masses' need for entertainment. The green world, however, 
offers the protagonists a place where art exists as art, not as state affiliated propaganda. 
The most striking example of art in 1984's green world comes from music. As Winston 
and Julia lie in the wooden bough, they watch as a bird lands on a nearby branch and 
begins to sing. Winston ponders, "For whom, for what, was that bird singing? No mate, 
no rival was watching it. What made it sit at the edge of the lonely wood and pour its 
music into nothingness?" (110). The thrush creates music for music's sake and, thus, 
beauty for beauty's sake, and this melody spurs Winston and Julia into a fit of passionate 
sex. Art and beauty, in this instance, are attributes of passion and emotion, which echoes 
the romantic conception of poetic creation and contrasts with the stylized propaganda of 
the Party. Later in the novel, while visiting the junk shop, Winston has a similar 
epiphany on the nature of art in relation to happiness. From the upstairs bedroom 
Winston hears a prole woman singing outside, which conjures his memory of the thrush 
in the wood, and prompts him to realize, "The birds sang, the proles sang, the Party did 
not sing" (196). Winston correlates freedom, and perhaps happiness, with art, which in 
this case is music and spontaneous creation. 
Art is not the central focus in the green world of We, yet D-503 develops an 
aesthetic appreciation for nature's natural beauty. Nature's beaut}' astonishes D-503 
because he had previously only seen nature "weakened and dimmed by the cloudy glass 
of the Wall" (148). The clarity with which D-503 can now see resembles the realization 
that he now has life—that he is a person. Erika Gottlieb develops this idea further, 
writing, "Zam[y]atin is consistent in relating political tyranny to the images of iron, steel, 
and machinery, and relating poetry, passion, the subconscious, dreams, and revolution to 
the free, indomitable green world of nature outside the glass dome"' (Gottlieb 60). As the 
old D-503 might say, beauty is equal to freedom. Gottlieb also directly links D-503's 
sudden appreciation for art to his personal liberation and the expansion of his emotional 
palate: 
Inevitably, falling in love with [1-330] activates all the repressed or 
dormant powers of the mathematician's psyche, and he undergoes a 
transformation instigated by the liberating power of true music, true 
poetry, true sexual passion for her, and political passion for the revolution 
against tyranny. (Gottlieb 59) 
An Aesthetic appreciation for art can be found in Brave New World's green world 
through John's collected works of Shakespeare. Shakespeare, Mond contends, must be 
kept from the masses of the World State because of its beauty, but, in the green world, the 
beautiful and powerful art of Shakespeare is not repressed. When John tries to bring 
Shakespeare's works into the World State, they are scoffed at for their references to such 
antiquated ideas as family and parents, but on the Reservation, where such things exist, 
Shakespeare's plays maintain their power. 
These forms of aesthetic creation are related to the most salient theme of the green 
world: language. The green world provides language with power of expression, which 
contrasts the repressive language found in the dystopian society, a notion Helmholtz 
elaborates on during a discussion with Bernard: 
"Did you ever f e e l . . . as though you had something inside you that was 
only waiting for you to give it a chance to come out? Some sort of extra 
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power that you aren't using—you know, like all the water that goes down 
the falls instead of through the turbines . . . I 'm thinking of a queer feeling 
I sometimes get, a feeling that I 've got something important to say and the 
power to say it—only I don't know what it is, and I can't make any use of 
the power. If there was some different way of writing . . Or else to w rite 
about" (69) 
Helmholtz's feelings are representative of the green world theme of expressive language. 
The dystopian state attempts to neutralize language because strong language empowers 
individuals, and it allows them to think for themselves and express their thoughts, which, 
as 1984's Inner Party fears, can lead to rebellion. Jean-Jacques Courtine elaborates on 
this idea: 
Power must thus become master of language since language is the living 
memory of man and offers him a space for inner resistance. Language 
constitutes a screen between the totalitarian gaze and the human body, it 
offers the shelter of its shadow, it veils the harsh light needed to read 
bodies. Language threatens the totalitarian enterprise. (70) 
John helps Helmholtz overcome his inability to express himself by introducing 
him to Shakespeare; Helmholtz's experience with the green world is, therefore, indirect. 
When he first meets John, Helmholtz declares, "I f e e l . . . as though I were beginning to 
have something to write about. As though I were beginning to be able to use that power I 
feel I've got inside me—that extra, latent power. Something seems to be coming to me" 
(182). Helmholtz then proceeds to recite his poem to John who quickly one-ups him by 
reading from his book of Shakespeare. While Helmholtz's conditioning limits his grasp 
of Shakespeare, he does realize the power of Shakespeare's words; as John reads some 
lines of Shakespeare, Helmholtz "listened with growing excitement. . . smiled with 
sudden pleasure . . . and trembled with unprecedented emotion" (183). Though 
Helmholtz eventually "guffaws" at Shakespeare's references to mothers and fathers, he 
eventually comes to fully realize the power behind Shakespeare's words. During the 
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climatic confrontation with Mustapha Mond, Helmholtz becomes aware of the banality of 
his own writings, saying, "it is idiotic. Writing when there's nothing to say" (221). As. 
Meckier argues, "[Helmholtz] recognizes in Shakespeare's play the brilliance of real 
poetry based on real feelings" (32). Following this confrontation, Mond rewards 
Helmholtz by exiling him to an island for those who "have got too self-consciously 
individual to fit into community life" (227). 
Although "[tjhe Savage, with his self-serving use of Shakespeare, exposes the 
inferiority of the brave new world in comparison to Shakespeare's richly imagined 
universe," John struggles to make that language understood and himself accepted 
(Meckier 28). Once introduced into the novel, John becomes the novel's protagonist, the 
one through whose eyes the reader sees the World State; he becomes a sympathetic 
character who has no place to go—he does not belong on the reservation, nor does he 
belong in the World State. John physically embodies the notions of the green world, and 
he brings its expressive language into the World State where only Helmholtz and Mond 
recognize its power. John was born into a free world, although an outcast, and then taken 
into a non-free world, which makes him the novel's tragic hero whom the dystopian 
society later destroys. 
In 1984, Winston's expressive language comes through in his journal. Winston's 
journal gives him a personal forum to express his thoughts and feelings and this, as 
Courtine previously stated, undermines the totalitarian structure of Oceania. When he 
writes, Winston is like the thrush in the meadow: the thrush sings to sing and Winston 
writes to write. Winston does not care that no one will freely read his writing, though he 
knows one day the Thought Police will, just as the thrush does not mind if anyone or 
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thing will hear its song. This act of creation symbolically elevates Winston's power to 
that of the Parly. Supposedly, The Party is to be the only creative force in Oceania, and, 
although unheard, Winston's writing gives him the power to express himself; in other 
words, he creates a voice for himself just has the Party creates its own. 
Beauchamp writes that in 1984 "Orwell clearly meant Newspeak to serve as a 
synecdoche for the totalitarian superstructure of his dystopian state: the violence done 
[to] language signals the violence done [to] the whole range of human emotions and 
experience that language expresses" ("Future" 466). Winston subverts this violence and 
repression when he spontaneously creates. As Winston is writing in his journal, he 
ruminates, "He did not know what had made him pour out this stream of rubbish. But the 
curious thing was that while he was doing so a totally different memory had clarified 
itself in his mind, to the point where he almost felt equal to writing it down" (8). 
Winston's writing furthers his process of individualization because each memory or idea 
that he writes on paper conjures another in his mind; Lillian Feder similarly asserts: 
"Winston Smith is not yet conscious of the exact nature of the most serious crime he is 
committing against the state of Oceania: the use of language in the act of self-creation" 
(392). 
Winston faces an uphill battle, though, because of the Party's implementation of 
Newspeak, which continually narrows the range of human perception and expression. 
Meckier writes that, "Due to Newspeak, Orwell explains, the literature of the past, just 
like Winston in the present, is being deprived of the power to poeticize" (38). The 
conflict between expressive and repressive language is also evident to D-503 who has 
difficulty expressing himself in words because of the mathematicized language of the 
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OneState. Because "the self is the greatest challenge to a totalitarian regime's authorized 
versions of reality, it is to be eradicated not only by imprisonment and physical abuse but 
by the conversion of language and culture into mental barriers'" (Feder 395); it is ironic 
that the OneState's call for artistic compositions that "[deal] with the beauty and grandeur 
of the OneState" (3) launches D-503 on his journey of self-expression and discovery. 
Throughout the entirety of his journal, D-503 comments that there are things he 
"couldn't express in numbers." This feeling, along with the irrational number of V-l, 
help D-503 realize that numbers and formulae cannot express everything. Discussing the 
mathematical language of the OneState, Beauchamp writes "Zam[y]atin has . . . created 
an illusion of language that reflects the particular reality of his mechanized, 
mathematicized future; yet one that allows for the expression of 'the flaw in the 
perfection of the perfect"' ("Future" 473). 
When D-503 finds himself in the green world of the Ancient House, he possesses 
the knowledge that scientific terms cannot describe every aspect of the world. In fact, in 
the Ancient House, D-503 learns that words have just as much, if not more power than 
numbers. A bust of Aleksandr Pushkin, a famous Russian poet, resides in the Ancient 
House, and while scrutinizing it 1-330 tells D-503 "people like [Pushkin] were rulers with 
more power than those who actually wore the crown" (30). The power of the ancient 
poets, who were more powerful than the crown, contrasts the OneState poets who merely 
serve the crown, which in this case is the Benefactor; the OneState poets are impotent 
tools of government. 
While D-503 discovers, in the green world, that the ancient poets had power, he, 
along with the protagonists in 1984 and Brave New World, also discovers the past in the 
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green world—the past that the dystopia would like to pretend never existed. Booker 
contends that '"in dystopian fictions like We, 1984, and Brave New World . . . the past is 
divorced from the present and all hope of change in the future is effectively squelched" 
(24). Due to the revision of history, the real past is not directly related to the present, yet 
each protagonist attempts to link the past to the present through his or her own 
experiences. Gottlieb asserts that, : 'each protagonist is eager to obtain and hold onto a 
genuine record of the past, a past the totalitarian regime would like to distort or deny 
completely" (12), and for each protagonist that record of the past is different. In We, the 
Ancient House and the natural world outside the Green Wall embody the past. The 
Ancient House is, essentially, a museum of the past and D-503 takes full advantage of 
what it offers. The experiences D-503 has in the Ancient House are similar to those of 
"Ancient" man. The Ancient House is just not history; it offers the chance for D-503 to 
experience history. These experiences come in the form of his individualization, his 
intimate affair with 1-330, and his and his eventual flight into the physical green world. 
The physical green world, outside the Green Wall, introduces D-503 to humanity 
before the time of the OneState. Beauchamp writes: 
Beyond the [Green] Wall lives a race of 'savages,1 the antithesis of the 
denatured Numbers within it; they represent, 1-330 tells her lover, 'the half 
we have lost,' the instinctual half without which the purely intellectual 
man is incomplete: 'these two halves must be reunited.' The reintegration 
of the Numbers with nature constitutes Mephi 's program. ("Zamiatin" 69) 
Indeed, in this instance, the past represented by the green world seeks to usurp the present 
power of the dystopia as the savages outside the Green Wall want to topple the OneState 
and reunite their "ancient" selves with the half they have lost to the OneState. 
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The green world of 1984 also serves as a record of the past. Although the belfry 
is a remnant of the past, the junk shop is a much more significant example of the past. 
Mr. Charrington's junk shop, unlike the belfry, is not just a relic of history; instead, it 
represents how people used to live. Winston's nostalgia for the past is, in part, a form of 
his rebellion. Winston's rebellion comes in the form of his journal, w hich he hopes to 
connect to the past and himself. The glass paperweight Winston finds in the junk shop 
also interests him greatly. Winston muses that, "What appealed to him about [the 
paperweight] was not so much its beauty as the air it seemed to possess of belonging to 
an age quite different from the present one" (84). Winston values the paperweight, also, 
because it seems so useless. With the Inner Party, everything built and created has a self-
serving purpose behind it, but the paperweight just exists. Like the thrush's song, it 
exists because someone made it—not because it serves a purpose. 
Brave New World's green world represents the past through the Savage 
Reservation and Shakespeare. The Reservation depicts a freer life before the World State 
attained power. The Reservation is an anachronism in the high-tech world of the World 
State, in direct opposition to the dystopia. John illustrates the conflict of the past and the 
present because he sees the World State through primitive eyes, and Bernard and Lenina 
see the Reservation through the eyes of the present / future. They are all equally 
repulsed by the other's society, yet they are all unhappy in their current plight. The direct 
interaction between the past and the present acts as a litmus test for the reader to 
determine the desirability of each society. The past might not be desirable for Bernard, 
Lenina, or John, but it does seem to present a life that is more humane and full of choice 
as opposed to the World State and the Reservation. 
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The concept of God, an antiquated idea in the World State, appears in the green 
world. When Bernard and Lenina arrive at the Reservation, they witness a violent 
religious rain ritual involving a youth walking around a conglomeration of snakes while 
onlookers whip the youth. John, who has been watching the event with Bernard and 
Lenina, believes he could have done better than the youth: "'I ought to have been there . . . 
I'd have gone round ten times—twelve, fifteen . . . They could have had twice as much 
blood from me" (117). Unlike the reservation, the World State does not have a God; 
instead, they have Ford and Freud. As Mond later tells John, God presents himself as an 
"absence" to the World State, but, on the Reservation, God is present. The conception of 
God Bernard and Lenina discover on the Reservation links the present with the past. 
Shakespeare also serves as a link to the past in the novel. Booker writes, "As the 
book's title might suggest, Shakespeare is a central presence in Brave New World, which 
draws much of its energy from a confrontation between the values represented by this 
future dystopia and those represented by the traditional past, epitomized by Shakespeare" 
(173). Shakespeare, like the Reservation, acts as a foil to the World State. For John the 
powerful language of Shakespeare is far superior to the simplistic literature of the World 
State, and, for Helmholtz, Shakespeare's subject matter is superior to the banal topics 
covered by World State poets. John also acts as the past's agent of rebellion when he 
confronts Mond about the past and the design and ideology of the World State at the 
novel's culmination. 
Individuality, real emotions, aesthetic appreciation, the past, and expressive 
language are each elements in the green world, though in varying degrees. When the 
protagonists take leave of the green world their symbolic rebirth is complete and the third 
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phase of the dystopia green world cycle can begin: the departure from the green world 
and the protagonist's ultimate encounter with the dystopian inquisitor. 
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Chapter 4 
Departure from the Green World (The Dystopia Strikes Back) 
"If you want a picture of the future imagine a boot stamping on a human face—forever." 
—George Orwell 
The protagonists' symbolic rebirth concludes when they depart from the green 
world and reenter the dystopian society with their newfound knowledge and experience, 
their incubation complete. At this juncture, the protagonists confront, either voluntarily 
or involuntarily, an agent of the dystopia, in the form of the totalitarian figure or some 
subordinate lackey, who challenges the notions, ideas, and experiences the protagonists 
had and developed in the green world. In a discussion of the works of Northrop Frye, 
A.C. Hamilton notes that upon returning from the green world "society may remain 
demonic, it may begin to emerge but continue to be repressed by the older society, or it 
may be that older society restored, renewed, idealized, or reborn" (136). In much 
dystopian fiction, the former comes true; the protagonists try to challenge the societal 
norm, but, ultimately, the dystopian society is successful in overcoming the individual. 
During dystopia's challenge, as Gottlieb writes, "each protagonist is put on trial and 
punished severely until he no longer poses a threat to the system" (59). The motif of trial 
is a recurring theme in many dystopian novels; as Gottlieb notes, "Trial and retribution . . 
. take pride of place in dystopian fiction" (31). Gottlieb, however, describes the trial of 
the protagonist as a farce in which justice is perverted for the sake of the dystopia: 
In dystopian fiction the protagonist's trial results not in the postponement 
but in the denial of justice, its deliberate miscarriage. The central 
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character with whom we tend to identify is an individual courageous 
enough to stand up against an elite ruling through a semi-divine leader, 
who is responsible for the enslavement of the population, for a deliberate 
conspiracy against the welfare of his own people . . . no one accused is 
ever acquitted. (31) 
As stated, the protagonists depart from the green world either willingly or forcibly. In 
1984, Thought Police forcibly take Winston and Julia from their symbolic green world 
above the junk shop. Although, at this point, the acts of rebellion they have committed 
have been small, the Thought Police openly prosecutes them because "in the eyes of the 
Party there was no distinction between the thought and the deed" (216). Winston's arrest 
represents his departure from the green world, and it begins his trial at the hands of the 
dystopian agent. 
When Winston awakes, after being knocked unconscious during his arrest, he 
finds himself within the labyrinthine structure of the Ministry of Love. The grand 
inquisitor of the dystopia Winston must confront is O'Brien, who Winston thought he 
could trust as a fellow compatriot in rebellion against the Party. As O'Brien conducts 
Winston's tortuous interrogation and trial, O'Brien continually makes Winston question 
his experience from the green world. O'Brien begins by attacking Winston's optimistic 
view that there is one real past. O'Brien reiterates to Winston the Party slogan on the 
past, "Who controls the past controls the future; who controls the present controls the 
past" (221), in an attempt to persuade him that the past is mutable. Despite Winston's 
objections, O'Brien continues to claim the nonexistence of the past, telling Winston, 
"Reality exists in the human mind, and nowhere else. Not in the individual mind, which 
can make mistakes, and in any case soon perishes; only in the mind of the party, which is 
collective and immortal. Whatever the Party holds to be truth is truth" (222). Winston, 
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for the most of the novel, has been searching for a relic of the true past, and in the green 
world he was close to attaining that relic in the form of old trinkets from the junk shop or 
the unhindered passions and freedoms he found in nature, but O'Brien tries to discount 
that experience by telling Winston that his perception of the past is an abstraction, prone 
to error, since it is not held within the collective memory of the Part}'. 
O'Brien further combats Winston's belief in individuality by telling him that there 
are no martyrdoms in the Ministry of Love and that Winston does not exist. If there is no 
individuality there is no individual, which is what the Party desires and what O'Brien is 
trying to get Winston to believe. When O'Brien commands Winston to tell him how 
many fingers he is holding up, he eradicates Winston's freedom of choice. Winston sees 
that O'Brien is holding up four fingers, but he does not have the freedom to say that, for, 
if he does, he will receive an electric shock from O'Brien, who has told Winston that he 
is holding up five. This process of destroying the individual thus reverts the power 
Winston gained in the green world back to the dystopia by revoking his freedom. During 
the interrogation O'Brien tells Winston, "We do not destroy the heretic because he resists 
us . . . We make him one of ourselves before we kill him . . . the command of the old 
despotisms was T h o u shalt not.' The command of the totalitarians was T h o u shalt.' 
Our command is ' Thou art"' (227-28). 
O'Brien begins the process of commanding Winston "thou art" when he tells 
Winston of the dramatic transformation that the Party has in store for him: "Never again 
will you be capable of ordinary human feeling. Everything will be dead inside you. 
Never again will you be capable of love or friendship, or joy of living, or laughter, or 
curiosity, or courage or integrity. You will be hollow. We shall squeeze you empty, and 
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then we shall fill you with ourselves" (229). O'Brien intends to mine all of the acute and 
real passions and emotions out of Winston until he is nothing but a shell of his former 
self and full of what the Party wants him to be. Everything Winston learned in the green 
world will be lost when that happens. 
The Ministry of Love also opposes the green world on the issue of privacy. While 
the green world offered Winston a refuge of privacy, the Ministry of Love is a panoptic 
prison where his every move and every thought are monitored. Winston, upon waking, 
notes the four telescreens on the walls, which, Mario Varricchio argues, "alludef] to the 
scrutiny of Winston's soul which is going to take place in that building" (105). The 
observers behind the telescreens also deprive Winston of the freedom of movement; 
when he puts his hands in his pockets the telescreens bark, "Hand out of pockets in the 
cells!" (202). Furthermore, O'Brien consistently knows what Winston is thinking, at one 
point telling Winston, "You have thought sometimes that my face . . . looks old and 
worn" (242), before making Winston look upon the skeletal degradation of his body in 
the mirror, which horrifies Winston. 
Winston, despite O'Brien's best efforts, manages to hang onto a small segment of 
himself and of the green world until he is led away to Room 101, where the dystopia 
triumphs over the natural world and the individual. The prolonged interrogation leading 
up to Winston's torture in Room 101 serves as the trial of both Winston and the green 
world. O'Brien realizes he must weaken the ideas and experiences Winston has had in 
order to successfully destroy him in the end, which he successfully does during the 
interrogation. O'Brien's battle with Winston is a microcosm of the dystopia's war with 
nature, or "proper home of man" as Frye calls it. 
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In Brave New World, John the Savage undergoes a similar trial at the hands of one 
of the World State's supreme agents: Mustapha Mond. Like Winston's trial, this conflict 
where, "the Savage and the Controller lock horns on the issues of pure versus applied 
science; art versus propaganda; Shakespearean tragedy versus the inane mass 
entertainment of jingles and 'feelies'; romantic love versus state-endorsed promiscuity; 
and true spirituality versus soma-induced, orgiastic state religion of "orgy-porgy,"' is a 
manifestation of the nature / civilization dichotomy (Gottlieb 69). 
Unlike Winston, however, John willingly leaves the green world, which in this 
case is the Savage Reservation, with Bernard and Lenina. John's rebellion, unlike 
Winston's, is overt; John questions the doctor's prescription of soma to his mother; he 
lambastes the children in the hospital when they do not understand the significance of his 
mother's death; he throws quantities of soma, which is being handed out to Deltas, onto 
the floor and out of windows; and, finally, he openly engages Mustapha Mond in a heated 
dialogue about the World State's ideology. John's struggle with the dystopia makes him 
the novel's protagonist in its second half, for Bernard has been overcome by fame and 
status, readily accepting and glorifying the society that once marginalized him. John's 
open rebellion threatens the World State, so it arrests him, along with Helmholtz and 
Bernard, and John is taken to appear before Mond. 
During John's trial, Mond, like O'Brien, attempts to subvert the past, so evident 
in the green world. While O'Brien claimed the past was mutable, Mond argues the past 
is outdated and does not conform to the needs of the contemporary society. John 
advocates giving the citizens of the World State such artifacts of the past as Shakespeare, 
in which he finds comfort and power, but Mond criticizes Shakespeare for being old, 
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incomprehensible to the public, and that it is no longer relevant: "our world is not the 
same as Othello's world . . . you can't make tragedies without social instability. The 
world's stable now. People are happy; they get what they want, and they never want 
what they can't get" (220). 
As Mond and John's debate continues, they broach such subjects as the World 
State's use of biological manipulation, the loss of individual freedom, and its suppression 
of scientific and historical knowledge. Throughout the verbal skirmish, Mond argues that 
each decision the World State made has been made in the name of happiness and 
stability, explaining, "Our Ford himself did a great deal to shift the emphasis from truth 
and beauty to comfort and happiness. Mass production demanded the shift" (228). Mond 
here again attacks the notions of the green world by contending that beauty is 
incompatible with happiness. The culmination of John's trial comes when he and Mond 
discuss the concept of God. For John, God is analogous with suffering through 
tribulations in the quest for happiness. When Bernard and Lenina first arrived at the 
Reservation, they watched a violent and primitive religious ceremony with John, who 
wished he were the one performing the feats in the spectacle. John believes in God as a 
superior power, and Mond agrees with him, but contends that God is not compatible with 
happiness, so the World State therefore must eradicate the idea. When John discovers 
that Mond and the World Controllers are keeping books about God from the populous 
because "they're about God hundreds of years ago. Not about God now," he tells Mond 
that God does not change over time, to which Mond replies, "Men do" (231). Mond's 
belief is that humans only look to God when they are suffering or in old age, both of 
which the World State has eliminated. Yet, Mond concedes, "there quite possibly is [a 
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God] . . .But he manifests himself in different ways to different men . . . [now] he 
manifests himself as an absence; as though he weren't there at all" (234). In essence, 
Mond is committing doublethink: supporting one idea while holding another to be true. 
The central conflict in this portion of the trial comes down to John's belief that 
overcoming vice and suffering are a virtue while Mond sees them as obstacles to 
stability. Suffering, on the Reservation, correlates with achievement, as is evident in the 
primitive rain ceremony. John tells Mond that, "you got rid o f . . . everything unpleasant 
instead of learning to put up with i t . . . But you don't do either. Neither suffer or oppose. 
You just abolish the slings and arrows . . . What you need . . . is something with tears for 
a change. Nothing costs enough here" (238-39). From John's point of view, the World 
State feely gives everything away, including happiness, with the most notable example 
being soma. John, however, believes virtue lies in suffering through hardships and 
overcoming them in the end, which are notions of the green world. Mond takes issue 
with John's idea quipping, "We prefer to do things comfortably" (240). 
John's trial concludes when he decides he would rather suffer through exile than 
remain part of the World State's experiment with him. This choice is significant, for 
John, the embodiment of the green world, decides he doesn't want to be a part of 
civilization, which is analogous to the green world's isolation from modernity. John 
comes to his decision at the conclusion of his debate with Mond, where they have a 
heated exchange that illustrates the opposing mindsets that have been at war: 
"But I don't want comfort. I want God, I want poetry, I want real 
danger, I want freedom, I want goodness. I want sin." 
"In fact," said Mustapha Mond, "you're claiming the right to be 
unhappy." 
"All right then," said the Savage defiantly, "I 'm claiming the right 
to be unhappy." 
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"Not to mention the right to grow old and ugly and impotent; the 
right to have syphilis and cancer; the right to have too little to eat the right 
to be lousy; the right to live in constant apprehension of what may happen 
tomorrow; the right to catch typhoid; the right to be tortured by 
unspeakable pains of every kind." There was a long silence. 
"I claim them all," said the Savage at last. 
John renounces the hedonistic dystopia of the World State for the freedom of the green 
world, showing he would rather be free and suffer than happy and restricted within the 
World State. 
D-503's trial comes before the master of the dystopia himself: The Benefactor. 
Although D-503 confronts the ultimate totalitarian, his trial is not drawn out like those of 
Winston and John, but the final ramifications are just as devastating, if not more so. D-
503's departs from the green world voluntarily and his rebellion is not covert; he leaves 
the green world so he can assist the Mephi capture the INTEGRAL space ship he has 
built for the OneState, so that they can "demolish [the green] Wall . . . so that a green 
wind may sweep all across the earth" (151). Lhe Guardians of the OneState, however, 
learn of the plan and disrupt the hijacking of the INTEGRAL. D-503 manages to escape, 
not yet being known as an accomplice to the Mephi, but the Benefactor later summons D-
503 to appear before him and D-503's trial begins. 
The interrogation of D-503 is not nearly as comprehensive as the interrogations of 
John and Winston, but it still serves to illuminate the conflict between the green world 
and civilization. The Benefactor begins D-503's trial by speaking of humankind's desire 
for happiness saying, "What is it that people beg for, dream about, torment themselves 
for, from the time they leave swaddling clothes? They want someone to tell them . . . 
what happiness is—and then to bind them to that happiness with a chain. What is it 
we're doing right now, if not that?" (207). Like the previous trials of the protagonists, 
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the Benefactor is quick to take aim at individual liberty. Whereas D-503 believes 
happiness is synonymous with choice, the Benefactor likens happiness to imprisonment. 
The Benefactor also assaults D-503's notion of desire and passion. Asking D-503 
to recall the ancient conception of Paradise, the Benefactor explains that, "In paradise 
[people] lost all knowledge of desires, pity, love" (207). D-503, supposedly, lives in 
paradise, yet he found desire and love through the green world. D-503 and the 
Benefactor stand at an impasse about the true nature of paradise: one claims it is void of 
love and the other believes it is void of chains. The Benefactor then elaborates on the 
OneState's plan to create an earthly paradise through the development of a surgical 
procedure that eliminates one's imagination, a surgery that D-503 should already have 
had. 
Forker, in discussing Shakespeare's tragic green world, argues, "If natural images 
are allowed to represent ideality as opposed to the flawed aspects of reality, they do so 
only briefly and are often obliterated or undercut by uglier ones that immediately 
supplant them" (43-4), and this is indeed the case in dystopian fiction. With the trials 
concluded, the time comes for the dystopia to completely destroy the individual, thereby 
obliterating the green world from whence the protagonists came, symbolically reborn, 
thus "supplanting" the notions of the green world with the "uglier" ones of the dystopic 
society. Now, the final movement of the tragic green world cycle begins: the movement 
towards either a literal or symbolic death of the protagonist. 
The World State is victorious in Brave New World when John chooses and then 
goes into exile and when Helmholtz and Bernard are sent to an island of intellectuals, 
where they can no longer affect the World State society. John, however, although in 
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exile, manages to disrupt the status quo of the dystopia by his mere existence. Within 
days of exiling himself to a lighthouse by the sea, reporters and media outlets, and 
eventually hordes of World State citizens, appear at John's abode hoping to get a closer 
look at the savage man. John continually tries to rid himself of the pesky interlopers who 
interrupt his isolation, but the media personnel and curious citizens antagonize John until, 
after several days of invasive inquisitiveness, he hangs himself in the lighthouse. 
John's destruction differs from that of D-503 and Winston's in that it is self-
inflicted. However, it is the citizens of the World State, acting as extension of its power, 
that drove John to his final end, thus making the World State partially accountable for 
John's suicide. John simply wanted isolation and peace, yet the World State could not 
even afford him so little. Earlier in the novel, John realized that "At [the Reservation] he 
had suffered because [the other primitives] had shut him out of the communal activities 
of the pueblo, in civilized London he was suffering because he could never escape from 
the communal activities, never be quietly alone" (235). When John chose exile he was 
admitting that isolation was better than community and that he preferred the suffering he 
experienced on the Reservation to what he experienced in the World State, but the World 
State continues to make him suffer, though he has settled on its sparsely populated coast. 
John realizes he will never be alone again, that the World State will always be intrigued 
by his primitive life and give him no privacy, so he decides to take his own life. John's 
decision signals the victory of the dystopia over the individual, for with John no longer 
interrupting the daily operations of the dystopia, the World State returns to its static state 
of being where, day after day, nothing ever changes. This end is desirable for Mond and 
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the World State because "Maintaining the status quo is the central motivation of the 
World Controllers who rule this future society'1 (Booker 172) 
In 1984, the victory of the Party over the individual comes when O'Brien whisks 
Winston away to Room 101. Winston had long been curious about what was in Room 
101, but O'Brien spoke of the room only in riddles: "You know what's in Room 101, 
Winston. Everyone knows what is in Room 101" (232). When Winston finally finds 
himself in Room 101 he realizes that he, and everyone, does know what is in the room. 
As O'Brien explains to Winston, "The thing in Room 101 is the worst thing in the world . 
. . The worst thing in the world . . . varies from individual to individual" (253). In other 
words, Room 101 is the actualization of one's worst fears. It is ironic, however, that in 
this instance, O'Brien and the Party must recognize the individual. The same tactic 
would not work for everyone, so Room 101 is constantly specialized for the individual 
who is going to be taken there. Yet, this individuality is only acknowledged so long as 
the Party can use it to destroy the individual in return. 
Winston's deepest fear is rats, and O'Brien quickly has a mask containing caged 
and carnivorous rats attached to Winston's face. As the cage doors slide open and the 
rats lunge towards Winston, he realizes what he has to do in order to save himself: 
But he had suddenly understood that in the whole world there was just one 
person to whom he could transfer his punishment—one body that he could 
thrust between himself and the rats. And he was shouting frantically, over 
and over. 
"Do it to Julia! Do it to Julia! Not me! Julia! I don't care what you 
do to her. Tear her face off, strip her to the bones. Not me! Julia! Not me!" 
(256) 
It is in Room 101, Gottlieb argues, "that any victim can be broken down and turned into 
the victimizer of others by being forced to give up his private bond of loyalty, his private 
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conscience, his private se l f ' (84). In this instance, Winston has become the dictator, 
capable of extolling judgment and punishment on his victim, Julia. Winston's act 
destroys the bonds of passion and love he and Julia once shared; in essence, his actions 
also destroy the green in himself, for "[Winston] is so completely transformed by now 
that he can no longer even dream about getting away from Oceania into the Golden 
Country . . . instead, he celebrates the light-flooded corridor leading to the torture 
chamber as if this were now the fulfillment of his wishdream of the Golden Country" 
(87). 
The dystopia's victory does not cease with Winston's betrayal of Julia. Winston 
renounces her, wishing his punishment upon her, but his transformation is not totally 
complete. It is not until Winston, sitting in the Chestnut Tree Cafe, is overcome by a 
tranquil love for Big Brother while listening to the telescreen that his personal destruction 
is complete and the Party's victory absolute: "[Winston] gazed up at the enormous face. 
Forty years it had taken him to learn what kind of smile was hidden beneath the dark 
mustache . . . But it was all right, the struggle was finished. He had won the victory over 
himself. He loved Big Brother" (266). The Party's triumph is the green world's defeat, 
for it has completely removed the essence of the green world from Winston's brain, 
leaving only a cold and obedient love for Big Brother behind, which is exactly what the 
Party wants: "[Winston's] 'victory over himself,' as described on the last page of 1984, is 
the most desirable outcome for the Party; he is a party member not physically coerced 
into conformity but psychologically altered to believe in that conformity" (Tirohl 56). 
The ultimate victory of the OneState, similarly, involves forcibly coercing D-503 
back into conformity with its dystopic doctrines. After the Benefactor calls D-503 to 
account for his involvement with the rebellion, Guardians arrest D-503, along with 
several others, and take him "'off to the nearest auditorium . . . Here [he was] strapped to 
the tables and put through the Great Operation" (224). The Great Operation cures D-503 
of his malady of individuality by removing his imagination. D-503 is now happy to be 
just another Number and is willing, as Gottlieb notes, to aid the OneState in quelling 
Mephi's rebellion: "Once [D-503] receives his punishment, he becomes once more a 
compliant assistant to the Benefactor: he is ready to participate in the interrogation, 
torture, and execution of 1-330, not even remembering that they had been lovers" 
(Gottlieb 61). 
Like Winston, the OneState removes the green world from D-503's conscious 
self. He no longer feels emotion or feels like he is an individual; rather, he is simply a 
small part of the collective whole. Of the three dystopian novels discussed, it can be 
argued We has the most optimistic ending, for, as D-503 notes on the final page of his 
journal, "[The execution of traitors] can't be put off, because in the western quarters there 
is still chaos, roaring, corpses, animals, and unfortunately, quite a lot of Numbers who 
have betrayed reason" (225). Although the OneState destroys D-503, there is still hope 
because the rebellion wages on. Beauchamp, however, pessimistically writes, "even 
though [Mephi] manage[s] to breach the Wall and foment an uprising, it too appears 
doomed to failure at the novel's end" ("Zamiatin" 70). D-503, who is now "well," 
supports Beauchamp's assertion, concluding in his journal, "And I hope we win. More— 
I 'm certain we'll win. Because reason has to win" (225). 
It is with the symbolic or literal death of the protagonist that the dystopia finally 
defeats the green world and the individual. In fact, society eradicates the individual from 
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its collective memory, which Gottlieb identifies as a recurring theme with the conclusion 
of the trial and the dystopia's triumph: 
Given the nature of the punishment following their trial, none of these 
protagonists is in a position to reach a moment of recognition or new-
insight, and this to undergo an experience of catharsis . . . Neither do they 
fulfill the fate of the tragic hero, who is able to sacrifice himself for the 
good of the community. The dystopian ruler makes sure the protagonists' 
revolt is defeated and his name erased from the memory of the enslaved, 
benumbed population. (31-2) 
When the dystopian society systematically dismantles the protagonists, the green 
world fades into oblivion, and the green world cycle, similarly, concludes, having 
completed its revolution from death (the original stagnation of the dystopia) to rebirth 
(the protagonist's flight to and immersion in the green world and his or her symbolic 
resurrection upon exiting the natural retreat) to death (the green world's confrontation 
with the dystopia through the protagonist and the dystopia's triumph). The green world 
offers the protagonists a refuge of privacy and freedom, as well as a place to experience 
emotions, passion, beauty, the past, and the power of language; however, the green 
world's time and victory are fleeting, for the dystopia stands in stark opposition to all that 
the green world represents. The dystopia utilizes drastic tactics and resources not only to 
prevent the protagonists from discovering the world outside the civilized dystopia but to 
destroy the influence it holds over the protagonist by destroying him or her. Though the 
green world offers hope, that hope is ephemeral and ultimately fails, as O'Brien 
contemptuously tells Winston: "Alone—free—the human being is always defeated" 
(235). 
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1
 An expert in industrial efficiency, Frederick Winslow Taylor is best known his 
principles of Scientific Management and his time and motion study, where he observed 
each step in the manufacturing process and looked for ways to make it more efficient by 
find the "best" way of completing a task. The time and motion principle is evident in We 
in the form of the OneState's rigid coordination of the Numbers' lives to conform to its 
"one best way" of living through the Table of Hours. Taylor's principles were widely 
discussed during Zamyatin's time. 
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